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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

February 28, 2021, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, a retired professor, microbiologist and infectious

disease and immunology specialist, along with several other doctors and scientists who have

formed Doctors for COVID Ethics, sent a letter  to the European Medicines Agency (EMA),
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Doctors for COVID Ethics have been warning about the potential for gene-based COVID-19

“vaccines” to cause blood clots, cerebral vein thrombosis and sudden death

"

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binds to the ACE2 receptor on platelets. The subsequent activation of

the platelets can lead to disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), i.e., a pathological

overstimulation of your coagulation system resulting in abnormal blood clotting,

thrombocytopenia (low platelet count) and hemorrhaging

"

Research shows deaths are 14.6 times more frequent during the Urst 14 days after the Urst

COVID injection among people over the age of 60, compared to those who aren't vaccinated.

Other data also show that after COVID-19 vaccines were implemented, overall death rates have,

with few exceptions, increased

"

A key problem with all of these gene-based COVID-19 vaccines is that the spike protein itself

appears toxic, and your body is now a spike protein-producing factory

"

Its inherent toxicity may be due to it being a prion protein. If so, we can expect these injections

to cause all manner of prion diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Lou Gehrig's disease

(ALS)

"
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warning about the potential for gene-based COVID-19 “vaccines” to cause blood clots, cerebral

vein thrombosis and sudden death.

The signees listed several questions in need of urgent answers, including evidence that gene-

based vaccines will not enter the bloodstream and disseminate throughout the body, or that

the vaccines will not remain entrapped in circulation and taken up by endothelial cells.

They warned that, barring such evidence, “it must be expected that during expression of the

vaccines’ nucleic acids, peptides derived from the spike protein will be presented via the MHC

I – pathway at the luminal surface of the cells,” and that many healthy individuals have CD8-

lymphocytes that recognize these kinds of peptides — either due to previous COVID-19

infection, or cross-reaction with other coronaviruses responsible for the common cold.

“We must assume that these lymphocytes will mount an attack on the respective cells,” they

noted, unless there’s evidence to exclude this probability.

If lymphocytes do mount an attack on cells, “it must be expected that endothelial damage with

subsequent triggering of blood coagulation via platelet activation will ensue,” they warned,

adding that reduced platelet count and the appearance of D-dimers in the blood is also to be

expected, as are “myriad ischemic lesions throughout the body including in the brain, spinal

cord and heart,” followed by “profuse bleedings and hemorrhagic stroke.”

Post-Vaccination Thrombocytopenia

Bhakdi and colleagues cite research showing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binds to the ACE2

receptor on platelets. The subsequent activation of the platelets can lead to disseminated

intravascular coagulation (DIC), i.e., a pathological overstimulation of your coagulation system

that can result in abnormal, and life threatening, blood clotting, as well as thrombocytopenia

(low platelet count) and hemorrhaging.

Platelets are specialized cells that stop bleeding. As Bhakdi explains, you basically end up with

so many blood clots throughout your vascular system that your coagulation system is

exhausted, resulting in bleeding (hemorrhaging). Interestingly, thrombocytopenia — low
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platelet count —has been reported in severe COVID-19 cases and vaccinated individuals alike,

suggesting the spike protein may be a causative agent.

The signees also demand evidence that “an actual emergency existed at the time of the EMA

granting Conditional Marketing Authorization to the manufacturers of all three vaccines, to

justify their approval for use in humans,” seeing how most hospitals, in most countries, were

no longer at capacity when the authorizations were issued.

“There are serious concerns, including but not con4ned to those outlined above, that

the approval of the COVID-19 vaccines by the EMA was premature and reckless, and

that the administration of the vaccines constituted and still does constitute ‘human

experimentation,’ which was and still is in violation of the Nuremberg Code,” the letter

states.

Vaccine Risks Clearly Outweigh Any Potential BeneIt

Since that February 28, 2021, letter to the EMA, 15 European countries have suspended use of

the AstraZeneca DNA vector-based vaccine due to clotting disorders.

The U.S. temporarily suspended the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, another DNA vector vaccine,

for the same reason.  As of mid-May 2021, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention had identiUed 28 cases of serious blood clots among the 8.7 million Americans

who had received the Johnson & Johnson vaccine.

While the CDC admitted there’s evidence to suggest a plausible causal association, the pause

was lifted April 23, 2021.  However, as Bhakdi explains, the mRNA vaccines (Moderna and

PUzer) are just as dangerous and can cause the same problems, as the key causative agent

appears to be the spike protein.

The EMA held a press conference March 17, 2021, at which they assured the European

population that no deUnitive link could be found between the COVID-19 vaccines and these

rare coagulation disorders. They also stated that the World Health Organization “considers

that the beneUts of the AstraZeneca vaccine outweigh its risks and recommends that
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vaccinations continue.”

However, as stated in a follow-up letter to the EMA, Bhakdi and his colleagues point out that

“The WHO is not a competent body for formally evaluating drug safety. That is explicitly the

role of the [EMA].”

In the interview, Bhakdi notes that in Germany, a total of 52 people without preexisting disease

died as a direct result of COVID-19 infection during the Urst six months of the pandemic.

Extrapolating from the EMA’s own statistics on vaccine-related deaths (which is likely to be an

undercount), vaccinating 60 million Germans under the age of 60 would result in the death of

54 people from these two rare blood disorders alone  (DIC and cerebral venous thrombosis,

i.e., blood clots in the brain resulting in bleeding).

“So, how in God’s name can the beneUts outweigh the risks?” Bhakdi says. Indeed, it’s

important to realize that the COVID-19 vaccines do not confer immunity. You can still contract

the infection and spread it to others.

All the vaccines may do is reduce your symptoms, if and when you get infected. Also

remember that, unless you are elderly and have more than two underlying chronic conditions,

your risk of death from COVID-19 is on par with seasonal inmuenza.

As explained by Bhakdi, the Urst symptom of a blood clot in your brain is a splitting headache,

followed by nausea, vomiting, dizziness, alterations of consciousness, reduced hearing,

blurred vision, paralysis and uncontrollable body spasms, just to name a few. Early emergency

medical treatment is essential for survival.

Vast numbers of people complain of one or several of these symptoms after getting a COVID-

19 shot, and not just the AstraZeneca vaccine, and this does not bode well for safety.

How COVID Vaccines Deregulate Your Vascular Function

In the video above, Bhakdi explains the science behind the blood disorders seen post-

vaccination with gene-based COVID-19 “vaccines,” and why, in the long term, these injections
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may be causing dangerously overactive immune function in hundreds of millions if not billions

of people.

He believes the mRNA or DNA in the vaccines are being taken up by the endothelial cells that

line your blood vessels. These cells then start producing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in the

blood vessel wall.

“This is a disastrous situation,” Bhakdi says, “because the spike protein itself is now

sitting on the surface of the cells, facing the bloodstream. It is known that these spike

proteins, the moment they touch platelets, they active them [the platelets], and that

sets the whole clotting system going.

The second thing that should happen, according to theory, is that the waste products

of this protein that are produced in the cell, are put in front of the ‘door’ of the cell …

and is presented to the immune system.

The immune system, especially the lymphocytes, recognize these and will attack the

cells, because they don’t want them to make viruses or viral parts. And the viral parts

are now being made in locations where viral parts would never, ever reach [naturally],

like the vessel wall in your brain …

If that ‘tapestry’ of the wall [i.e., the lining of the blood vessel] is then destroyed, then

that is the signal for the clotting system to [activate], and create a blood clot. And this

happens with all of these vaccines because the gene [the instruction to make spike

protein] is being introduced to the vessel wall.”

The fact that blood clots can occur anywhere in the body is evident from reports. For example,

a 43-year-old healthy man lost a large portion of his small intestine after developing a blood

clot following the AstraZeneca vaccine.  His symptoms included headache, nausea, fever and

vomiting.

A 62-year-old woman suffered blood clots in her lungs a week after the Johnson & Johnson

vaccine.  The same fate hit an 18-year-old nursing student three weeks after getting the

AstraZeneca jab.
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Clear Correlation Between Vaccine and Increased Death Rate

Five months into the vaccination campaign, statistics tell a frightening story. For example, one

recent investigation  shows deaths are 14.6 times more frequent during the Urst 14 days after

the Urst COVID injection among people over the age of 60, compared to those who aren't

vaccinated.

Another study,  reviewed in the video above, shows that after COVID-19 vaccines were

implemented, overall death rates, with few exceptions, temporarily increased after they had

been dropping in virtually every country.

Interestingly, I recently interviewed Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., about a paper in which she details

some of the harmful mechanics of COVID-19 vaccines, and she noted that countries in which

COVID-19 vaccines have not raised mortality rates are also not using glyphosate. This, she

believes, may be a central part of the equation, as glyphosate causes a lot of biological

damage and lowers your immune function.

April 23, 2021, molecular biologist and toxicologist Janci Chunn Lindsay, Ph.D., provided a

public comment during a U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Advisory Committee

on Immunization Practices (ACIP) meeting, in which she noted that:

“We have enough evidence now to see a clear correlation with increased COVID

deaths and the vaccine campaigns. This is not a coincidence. It is an unfortunate

unintended effect of the vaccines.

We simply must not turn a blind eye and pretend this is not occurring. We must halt all

COVID vaccine administration immediately, before we create a true pandemic that we

cannot reign in.”

Other Theories

Another hypothesis has been presented by professor Andreas Greinacher, a German expert on

blood. Greinacher and his team at the University of Greifswald believe viral vector vaccines —
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AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson — may be causing an immune response resulting in

blood clots due to the presence of human-derived proteins and/or the preservative used in the

AstraZeneca vaccine. As reported by The Wall Street Journal:

“Prof. Greinacher and his team has … identi4ed more than 1,000 proteins in

AstraZeneca’s vaccine derived from human cells, as well as a preservative known as

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, or EDTA.

Their hypothesis is that EDTA, which is common to drugs and other products, helps

those proteins stray into the bloodstream, where they bind to a blood component

called platelet factor 4, or PF4, forming complexes that activate the production of

antibodies.

The inXammation caused by the vaccines, combined with the PF4 complexes, could

trick the immune system into believing the body had been infected by bacteria,

triggering an archaic defense mechanism that then runs out of control and causes

clotting and bleeding …

The type of clotting observed is known as vaccine-induced immune thrombotic

thrombocytopenia, or VITT. Peer-reviewed studies by Prof. Greinacher’s group, as well

as from teams at the University of Oslo and University College London have

independently con4rmed its existence.”

Other scientists hypothesize that the adenoviruses used in the DNA vector shots might play a

role, as they too have been linked to blood clotting, while a theory suggested by professor Eric

van Gorp in The Netherlands is that the intense mu-like symptoms induced by the shots

contribute to inmammation that can trigger or exacerbate an autoimmune reaction that in turn

results in blood clotting.

Toxicity of Spike Protein Is a Major Issue

As noted in my interview with Seneff, a key problem with all of these gene-based COVID-19

vaccines is that the spike protein itself appears toxic, and your body is now a spike protein-
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producing factory.

“They have done studies where they only expose the [animal] to the spike protein,

showing it was toxic in the brain and the blood vessels,” Seneff said, “So, it's causing

immune reactions all by itself that is damaging to the tissues.”

Its inherent toxicity may be due to it being a prion protein. While this has yet to be conclusively

determined, there are signs to suggest the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein acts as a prion. If so, we

can expect these injections to cause all manner of prion diseases, such as Alzheimer’s,

Parkinson’s and Lou Gehrig's disease (ALS).

“ COVID-19 vaccines are instruction sets for your body to
make a toxic protein that will eventually wind up
concentrated in your spleen, from where prion-like
protein instructions will be sent out, leading to
neurodegenerative diseases.”

Disturbingly, the spike protein produced by COVID-19 vaccines — due to the modiUcations

made to the synthetic mRNA that delivers the instructions to the cell for what protein to make

— may make it more of a prion than the spike protein in the actual virus, and a more effective

one.

To summarize a take-home message from that interview, COVID-19 vaccines are instruction

sets for your body to make a toxic protein that will eventually wind up concentrated in your

spleen, from where prion-like protein instructions will be sent out, leading to

neurodegenerative diseases.

Vaccine Remedy May Be Worse Than the Disease

In her recently published paper, Seneff explains how and why the spike protein acts as a

metabolic poison. While I recommend reading Seneff’s paper in its entirety, I’ve extracted key

https://ijvtpr.com/index.php/IJVTPR/article/view/23/34
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sections below, starting with how the spike protein can trigger pathological damage leading to

lung damage and heart and brain diseases:

“The picture is now emerging that SARS-CoV-2 has serious effects on the vasculature

in multiple organs, including the brain vasculature … In a series of papers, Yuichiro

Suzuki in collaboration with other authors presented a strong argument that the spike

protein by itself can cause a signaling response in the vasculature with potentially

widespread consequences.

These authors observed that, in severe cases of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 causes

signi4cant morphological changes to the pulmonary vasculature … Furthermore, they

showed that exposure of cultured human pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells to the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit was suacient to promote cell signaling without

the rest of the virus components.

Follow-on papers showed that the spike protein S1 subunit suppresses ACE2, causing

a condition resembling pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a severe lung disease

with very high mortality … The ‘in vivo studies’ they referred to … had shown that SARS

coronavirus-induced lung injury was primarily due to inhibition of ACE2 by the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, causing a large increase in angiotensin-II.

Suzuki et al. (2021) went on to demonstrate experimentally that the S1 component of

the SARS-CoV-2 virus, at a low concentration … activated the MEK/ERK/MAPK

signaling pathway to promote cell growth. They speculated that these effects would

not be restricted to the lung vasculature.

The signaling cascade triggered in the heart vasculature would cause coronary artery

disease, and activation in the brain could lead to stroke. Systemic hypertension would

also be predicted. They hypothesized that this ability of the spike protein to promote

pulmonary arterial hypertension could predispose patients who recover from SARS-

CoV-2 to later develop right ventricular heart failure.

Furthermore, they suggested that a similar effect could happen in response to the

22
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mRNA vaccines, and they warned of potential long-term consequences to both

children and adults who received COVID-19 vaccines based on the spike protein.

An interesting study by Lei et. al. (2021) found that pseudovirus — spheres decorated

with the SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein but lacking any viral DNA in their core — caused

inXammation and damage in both the arteries and lungs of mice exposed

intratracheally.

They then exposed healthy human endothelial cells to the same pseudovirus particles.

Binding of these particles to endothelial ACE2 receptors led to mitochondrial damage

and fragmentation in those endothelial cells, leading to the characteristic pathological

changes in the associated tissue.

This study makes it clear that spike protein alone, unassociated with the rest of the

viral genome, is suacient to cause the endothelial damage associated with COVID-19.

The implications for vaccines intended to cause cells to manufacture the spike protein

are clear and are an obvious cause for concern.”

Long-Term Neurological Damage Is To Be Expected

Seneff also describes key characteristics of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein that suggests it’s a

prion. As such, the spike protein may induce serious neurological damage resulting in

conditions such as such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Lou Gehrig's disease (ALS), just to

name a few. She writes:

“Neurological symptoms associated with COVID-19, such as headache, nausea and

dizziness, encephalitis and fatal brain blood clots are all indicators of damaging viral

effects on the brain. Buzhdygan et al. (2020) proposed that primary human brain

microvascular endothelial cells could cause these symptoms …

In an in vitro study of the blood-brain barrier, the S1 component of the spike protein

promoted loss of barrier integrity, suggesting that the spike protein acting alone

triggers a pro-inXammatory response in brain endothelial cells, which could explain

23
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the neurological consequences of the disease.

The implications of this observation are disturbing because the mRNA vaccines

induce synthesis of the spike protein, which could theoretically act in a similar way to

harm the brain. The spike protein generated endogenously by the vaccine could also

negatively impact the male testes, as the ACE2 receptor is highly expressed in Leydig

cells in the testes …

Prion diseases are a collection of neurodegenerative diseases that are induced

through the misfolding of important bodily proteins, which form toxic oligomers that

eventually precipitate out as 4brils causing widespread damage to neurons …

Furthermore, researchers have identi4ed a signature motif linked to susceptibility to

misfolding into toxic oligomers, called the glycine zipper motif … Prion proteins

become toxic when the α-helices misfold as β-sheets, and the protein is then impaired

in its ability to enter the membrane.

Glycines within the glycine zipper transmembrane motifs in the amyloid-β precursor

protein (APP) play a central role in the misfolding of amyloid-β linked to Alzheimer’s

disease. APP contains a total of four GxxxG motifs. When considering that the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein is a transmembrane protein, and that it contains 4ve GxxxG motifs

in its sequence,  it becomes extremely plausible that it could behave as a prion.

One of the GxxxG sequences is present within its membrane fusion domain. Recall

that the mRNA vaccines are designed with an altered sequence that replaces two

adjacent amino acids in the fusion domain with a pair of prolines.

This is done intentionally in order to force the protein to remain in its open state and

make it harder for it to fuse with the membrane. This seems to us like a dangerous

step towards misfolding potentially leading to prion disease …

A paper published by J. Bart Classen (2021) proposed that the spike protein in the

mRNA vaccines could cause prion-like diseases, in part through its ability to bind to

many known proteins and induce their misfolding into potential prions.
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Idrees and Kumar (2021) have proposed that the spike protein’s S1 component is

prone to act as a functional amyloid and form toxic aggregates … and can ultimately

lead to neurodegeneration.”

Clear Crimes Against Humanity

Circling back to where we started, March 23, 2021, the EMA issued a reply  to the Doctors for

COVID Ethics. In it, they conceded that the gene-based “vaccines” do enter the bloodstream,

but they could provide no quantitative data. This lack of data effectively nulliUes the remainder

of their scientiUc assessment, which Doctors for COVID Ethics described as “unconvincing and

unacceptable.”

The following week, April 1, 2021, Doctors for COVID Ethics sent a follow-up letter and

rebuttal  to the EMA, expressing their dissatisfaction with the EMA’s responses:

“We are dismayed that you chose to respond to our request for crucially important

information in a dismissive and unscienti4c manner. Such a cavalier approach to

vaccine safety creates the unwelcome impression that the EMA is serving the

interests of the very pharmaceutical companies whose products it is you pledged duty

to evaluate.

The evidence is clear that there are some serious adverse event risks and that a

number of people not at risk from SARS-CoV-2 have died following vaccination …

For the avoidance of doubt, if your regulatory body does not immediately suspend its

‘emergency’ recommendation of potentially dangerous inadequately tested gene-

based ‘vaccines,’ while the matters which we have highlighted to you are properly

investigated, we hereby put the EMA on notice of being complicit in medical

experimentation, in violation of the Nuremberg Code, which thereby constituted the

commission of crimes against humanity.”
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juststeve

- “So, how in God’s name can the beneUts outweigh the risks?” Bhakdi says. Indeed, it’s important to realize that the

COVID-19 vaccines do not confer immunity. You can still contract the infection and spread it to others.  All the

vaccines may do is reduce your symptoms, if and when you get infected. Also remember that, unless you are elderly

and have more than two underlying chronic conditions, your risk of death from COVID-19 is on par with seasonal

inmuenza." - How can the beneUts outweigh the risk? Perhaps for the Metabolical Rockefeller/ Gates MaUa the

actual beneUts are $$$, Power, & control, plus - if all they do is reduce symptoms & one can continue to spread the

infection because there is no actual immunity, we Unally have "vaccines" in the same category as most so called

medicine, dampen symptoms & do little to nothing to actually heal. Its absolutely certain the jabs do nothing to

prevent spread.

Yet it is the unvaccinated who are held in contempt & viliUed. Most who have had the bug would have actual

immunity & wouldn't be spreading it either. Meanwhile authority's pass out lottery's, money's, bribes like an Epstein

pedophile to lure unsuspecting victims in for the jab. Perfect Ut for a whole system in need of a major overhaul.

Hopefully there will be enough of us left to  create a living system creating true health, wealth, prevents disease in

the Urst place & repairs or treats what may be left & to actually try to Und actual cures instead of ca$$$h CowSSS.

Just to good not to share; www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

Steve; "Safe and Effective", "the beneUts outweigh the risks", blah, blah, blah...they're all reading from the same

script! Allow me to translate some of their rhetoric: The oligarchs enjoy all the "beneUts", while 'we' assume all

the risks! There is absolutely no beneUt to being injected; but, there are deUnitely "beneUts" to manufacturing

and distributing these death jabs!

Thank you for the video. Vandana is such an amazing woman! Imagine what the world would be like if everyone

thought and acted as she does!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

rrealrose

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9lq-uBdxg8
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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JustSteve, Dr. Bhakdi was aware from the beginning, even before the discussion of vaccinating the world came

out. He knew about mRNA technology BionTech was working on. Not sure it was all about the money, although

on the face, proUts may play a role.

Only vaguely aware of operation paperclip, facing another lousy prospect of reading yet another 600 plus page

book, and watching a few of our Congresspeople attempt to get any meaningful information out of Dr Fauci, felt

stuck in a mystery. The Chinese have centuries of cultural mores about "saving face"; doubt much clear info will

actually come out...we already heard several deceptions about bats and frozen food from them. However,

watching Annie Jacobsen presenting her book, on the sidebar of Youtube found this 2015 video link to her book

on DARPA - you only need to listen to the Urst 15 minutes to get a different view that has been missing all along:

www.youtube.com/watch  

Two questions of late: Why would any lab or company be working on a bio-weapon "gene therapy" in advance,

who would know what could possibly be needed a few years in advance? Why would they even be funding this

work in China? (as posed recently by Rand Paul). Why would Luc Montagnier say it was crazy to vaccinate

people during a pandemic. "Unthinkable" was his wording. Breadcrumbs lead in a different direction...if you do

not Und enough in this link, go back and listen to Annie's paperclip presentation. Dangerous, like experimenting

with atomic energy.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

great video from Vandana Shiva steve - thank you for posting

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Guy_StHilaire

Thank you for the link to the video .IMHO what Vandana Shiva presents is and will be the salvation of humanity

once enough of us shift into this reality . Also your assessment of what is happening ever since the insidious

event of this Sars-Cov2  theater is on par with my personal evaluation .The medical establishment of ,drugs

,drugs and more drugs that hide the source of disease has always been about $$ and not about health . Cheers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eS17F7nuTM
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guy_5F00_StHilaire/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Krofter

js - Seneff's comments reinforce what Dr. Tenpenny and other docs have been saying about the vaxxes casusing

proteins to misfold and become prions.  In the above article its not made clear whether or not Seneff believes

that these prions are being shed by the vaxxed and are infecting the nonvaxxed.  Dr. Tempenny and others

believe this is happening.  I believe it as well.  About 5 weeks ago I visited one of the local farmers markets. The

next day I woke up with a purpura the size of a quarter on the back of my right hand, a type of lesion symptom

listed in the article.  I've never had that before - I don't even have age spots.  I was left with the conclusion that I

had picked some prions at the market.  I increased my dosage of C and it went away in several days.  I'm now

avoiding the vaxxed like the plague.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Kanadian45

Thanks for the link. Love this woman.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

Thanks for a great, concise, accurate and inspiring video.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

Yes, Vadana sure nailed it.  To take a cue from another great philosopher, Yogi Berra, if only enough people

realized the power we truly have if enough of us realized it.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kanadian45/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Steve, thanks so much for the Vandana Shiva video that I will circulate to everyone I know.  

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

hellbent

Krofter - the injected are now the lepers.  I don't want them anywhere near me.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

harvelicious

It is critical to identify & be cognizant of all potential contributing factors to the constructive systematic reduction of

optimum health that drives loss of wellbeing, illness & disease, for which, are man-made interventions, & are never

studied on the basis of cumulative effects. These  must include "vaccines" for alleged pathogenic viruses, big

pharma "magic pills" & "shots", GMO's, adulterated & processed foods, a plethora of toxins, EMF's, technology, mass

migration, "common core" education, relativism, psychological manipulation, propaganda, fear porn & war, to name

a few.

The human body & immune system are incredibly competent, eucient, effective & adaptable, however, the body

follows the mind. If the mind is well, so to can the body be well, & vice versa. The majority of humanity is being

severely challenged with the cumulative effect of the myriad of assaults from physical warfare, psychological

warfare, big pharma warfare, medical warfare, science warfare, biological warfare, chemical warfare, government

warfare, media warfare, propaganda warfare, institutional warfare, Unancial warfare, legal warfare, technological

warfare, AI warfare, food warfare, communist/marxist warfare, satanic warfare, class warfare, cultural warfare, race

warfare, sex warfare, gender warfare, family warfare, community warfare, behavioral warfare, thought warfare,

speech warfare, "expert" warfare, authoritarian warfare, & on & on & on it goes. Does this sound or feel like

freedom? (rhetorical question). To the aware, it becomes painfully obvious that this is all about usurpatious

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9lq-uBdxg8
https://articles.mercola.com/members/hellbent/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/harvelicious/default.aspx
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anti-nature, anti-human, anti-god, anti-life, satanic psychopathic dehumanization, control, power, theft, & eugenics.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

"Interestingly, I recently interviewed Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., about a paper in which she details some of the harmful

mechanics of COVID-19 vaccines, and she noted that countries in which COVID-19 vaccines have not raised

mortality rates are also not using glyphosate. This, she believes, may be a central part of the equation, as

glyphosate causes a lot of biological damage and lowers your immune function."

Holy Bat wings...Batman....most Americans are eating glyphosate in their breads or anything made with mour....as  

Glyphosate is usually sprayed on a wheat crop to dry it out  so the wheat can be harvested...its done in most

cases....same for most other grains....do you really think any cereal company is gonna wash the wheat??

 hahahaha..not a chance...lol....and Potatoes  again good old Roundup Glyphosate is sprayed all over the potato

crop just  before harvest....it kill off the green potato plant  so the farmer  can rake out the potatoes

underground..because it is easier and no  need to clean up the plants.the dead  plants just decay into the

soil....along with all that Glyphosate....until the next crop is planted..swimming in glyphosate  saturated soils...and

the RoundUp sales people say;'"RoundUp Breaks down"  which is a LIE....because it will never break down  it will kill

for years...

Yes..MMMMMM  enjoy them Cornmakes.....cookies and bread toast..pie...brownies.....Hashbrowns.....french

fries..........baked potatoes..MMMM true facts from an Old man on his mountain...just watching the Chemtrails and

clouds

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

Old Man - Glyphosate is the added ingredient that gives Death that added ZING - it is called the Zombie Zing -

"things go better with Glyphosate" - "why worry because tomorrow we die"

Posted On 05/28/2021
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Randyfast

I don't eat any bread or grain products other than organic pasta; and I haven't had any of that in quite awhile. The

bulk of the diet of everyone else in the house, is comprised of grain products...breads, pastries, cakes, cereal,

so-called "Nutrition Bars", etc.. I can not talk to these people - they refuse to believe what I tell them - even the

fact that they all have glyphosate in their bloodstream!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

rrealrose

Patrick has a new series out called "End Game" - he interviewed none other than Dr. Zack Bush, who said that

glyphosate is now in our rainwater, in rivers and streams, basically thoughout our environment. Sounded like

Zack was on the same theme as Stephanie, especially if we are breathing these in as vapors. And if you reach

into the article archives, there is a small news story last fall about a small town that was sickened by a plant

converting leftover plant materials into bio-fuels, used as fuel additives. How many more dots to connect?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Kanadian45

We live in the rural area and see the farmers spraying this every year. They planted blue soybeans last week and

pink corn! Those are the colour of the seeds.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

Kanadian45......lucky you.... Glyphosate in well water...and that lovely odour of RoundUp Mist  that lingers

around the area......and settles on everything ya touch....

maybe contact the farmer who sued Monsanto and beat their asses      he is also Canadian  like me.eh.:)  i am in

BC..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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      articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/12/25/percy-schmeiser..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

Hey Real, remember Dr. Mercola doing a report on this like 8 or so years ago? I think he said they took water

samples from several hundred city water supplies in all 48 continental states and ALL of them had glyphosate

levels higher than the FDA's (or maybe it was the EPA?) standards for safe drinking water. So what did the

FDA/EPA do about it??? THEY RAISED THE GLYPHOSATE PPM LIMIT! They  more than doubled the acceptable

glyphosate levels allowed in drinking water!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

I've never been more thankful for my food allergies, which wiped out most of the GMO hit parade just as it got

going.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

nan6449

Why can't this info about the shots be on mainstream media?!!  Is everyone blind??  Surely there is some way to get

this out to EVERYONE!!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

CMT367

Both Sean Hannity, Carlson Tucker of Fox News and others are covering it more and more. Since millions watch

them, they're MSM

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/12/25/percy-schmeiser-farmer-who-beat-monsanto.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/nan6449/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

steve49car

But did you know that Dr Fauci has already been indicted awaiting arrest ... and Bill gates who is behind much of

this ...has had his properties raided and is effectively on the run? Melinda gates has met with military

authorities and given full information as to what he has been up to including his close connections to Epstein !

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

redplanet1

Columbia University's School of Journalism did an expose on Bill Gates and the monies he gives to the media -

 No one bites the hand that feeds them. Many still think investigative journalism is a thing - not really. The

funeral has been held.

A quote: A Columbia Journalism Review expose reveals that, to control global journalism, Bill Gates, has

steered over $250 million to the BBC, NPR,NBC, Al Jazeera, ProPublica, National Journal, The Guardian, The

New York Times, Univision, Medium, the Financial Times, The Atlantic, the Texas Tribune, Gannett, Washington

Monthly, Le Monde, Center for Investigative Reporting, Pulitzer Center, National Press Foundation, International

Center for Journalists, and a host of other groups. To conceal his inmuence, Gates also funneled unknown sums

via subgrants for contracts to other press outlets. His press bribes have paid off. During the pandemic, bought

& braindead news outlets have treated Bill Gates as a public health expert

www.cjr.org/.../gates-foundation-journalism-funding.php

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Cabochon

See post in reply to Maritt, nan6449. Censorship, fear tactics, bribery and corruption of the media - both news

and that abominable feature of life in the 21st century known as social media -  to use quaintly old fashioned

terms - answers your question and explains why real news has gone underground.  It’s a good sign that you are

at least looking for real news - most of the sheeple accept mainstream media as truth without questioning it.

 This is because constant daily re-inforcement of lies combined with the well documented psychological

https://articles.mercola.com/members/steve49car/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/redplanet1/default.aspx
https://www.cjr.org/criticism/gates-foundation-journalism-funding.php
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technique of fear mongering as perfected by the Na-zis have indoctrinated and brainwashed even well

educated, intelligent members of society into believing it.  I see also in my own part of the world, there are

street posters in public transport waiting areas which further re-inforce the oucial narrative so that the public

consciousness is manipulated to be constantly stoked up with compliance and obedience.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt

Anything that goes against the lockdowns, vaccinate all, digital passports, compulsory masks is heavily

censored. That is why Dr Mercola and other websites are so important to provide (well referenced) information.

It will also help if people can turn off their TV's - only government propaganda and scare stories to keep people

scared and allow their rights and liberties to be removed. This is especially true of the BBC in the UK.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

steve49car - please reveal the source of your information - links or text that conUrm your assertions would be

greatly appreciated - if what you claim has factual background then this is GREAT NEWS but if this is merely

wishful thinking then you are just teasing us

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Peri1224

The media criminals are complicit, part of the plot.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

joy894334
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People are scared to see that they have been taken it. They hide their heads in the sand. Most forums remove

your posts - NextDoor even does it if your civil and provide proof. It's hard to sway people to the other side. If

they believe something, a person doesn't need evidence. A small anecdote will do. If you show them mountains

of data, most will still try to cling to their old belief. It's human nature.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

Steve; do you have any links, regarding those assertions? There is nothing I would like more than for (at least)

fauci and billy boy to get what's coming to them!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

CMT357.........what  ,pray tell , does MSM  mean>  MildlyStupidMen or MedicallySuperMonsters?  .

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

nan6449, Do you not understand how this works? The #1 contributor to all the fake news media outlets is BIG

PHARMA! They know exactly what is going on, but they can't report on it because they will LOSE SPONSORS!

Big Pharma relies heavily on advertising during the prime time news hour(s). How would it look to run a

commercial-add promoting Covid-19 vaccines and then turn around 5 minutes later and report on how many

people are getting sick and dying after getting vaccinated? PUzer would not only pull all their adds they would

probably sue the news channel AND WIN because they have the backing of the government! Why is this so hard

for everyone to understand? It is called CAPITALISM! The rich didn't get rich by being honest little boy scouts.

They use lies and manipulation to sell you snake oil and convince you it is good for you. They do this through

the TV, internet, and radio. It is why that for YEARS it was against the law for Big Pharma to advertise their

products on TV. The government knew how corrupt Big Pharma was and they couldn't advertise on TV because

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mrrobb/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
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it would create conmicts of interest between the news media and the pharmaceuticals.  It's going to get MUCH

WORSE before it ever gets better. I doubt this conmict of interest will ever get resolved because now you have

ex-corporate executives from Big Pharma working as insiders and lobbyist at the government level. They're not

going to stop big pharma's inmuence on the news media or the public. They are only going to promote more

propaganda and enable these monopolies, we call pharmaceutical companies, to further their agenda. Just

follow the money trail.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

MSM = Mainstream media.  I thought at Ust it was a typo of MSN, which is among the worst MSM.   Not to be

confused with a useful supplement that is a good source of sulfur.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Elleanee

Mainstream corporate media is underwritten by big pharma. Not a chance you’ll ever be told the truth by the

likes of them.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Almond

OK, so I was dumb.  I actually ordered Dr. Mercola's book from Amazon early on when it Urst became available.

 The only question is why this book has suddenly  become unavailable.  I would like to know if copies have been

bought up so they do not reach the market and get into the hands of people who want to read them.  Censorship

also exists outside of Canada...

Today, I received this message from Amazon.   Cannot say that I did not expect it.  

"Hello,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
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Due to a lack of availability, we will not be able to obtain the following item from your order. We've canceled the

item and apologize for the inconvenience. If you see a charge for the canceled item, we will refund you within

1-2 business days. If you are still interested in purchasing this item, it may be available from other sellers.

Please visit the detail page for this item below.

Covid-19 Truth Uncovered 2021: The G... "

I usually try not to buy on Amazon and will be even more cautious in the future.  How many others received this

message?  How widespread?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

glosgal

This is still so hard for the ordinary person to understand. I'm not having this vaccine but my daughter will when

she's had her baby and I can't persuade her not to. If she is offered the Oxford Astra Zeneca one, is this also a

gene-based vaccine? Her partner is a doctor who has already had the other type of one which I know is a gene

based vaccine sadly. There is not so much discussion on comparing the vaccines?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Ronald_H

Regarding: "so hard for the ordinary person to understand" Communication is the key.  Choice of words is often

defaulted to allowing the puppet master side to decide, but we each individually have the choice to use the

words chosen for us or to make our own word choices.

Let's start with the term "vaccine."  A vaccine was wanted and we got an abomination to our Creator as a genetic

modifying experiment that has some vaccine mimicking properties yet it doesn't truly Ut the deUnition of

vaccine.  A trick of the left, communist /socialist dupes for Luciferian global governance, is to simply redeUne

words when caught in a lie or in this case expanding the deUnition of vaccine, so let's not use their word choices

because calling it a vaccine is accepting their implied premise from the start that it is one and will have similar

long-term results yet claims of "listen to the science" on safe and effective is to assume that scientists are

psychic and can predict the future which is quite unscientiUc aside from being absurd.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/glosgal/default.aspx
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In sharp contrast, I call the genetic manipulations massive dangerous experiments risking the world population

at best except I don't trust the genocidal Gaia worshiping eugenicists behind their so called "vaccine" are

altruistic as generally assumed especially with numerous indications that they are also behind the creation of

the biological warfare upon the world.

Most people, being good, can't conceive of such evil because it isn't logical, isn't beneUcial in the long run, quite

destructive and convoluted.  But, I caution that those qualities of evil don't mean it doesn't exist. It is very real

and for it to be invisible due to our own limitations of seeing, then we make ourselves vulnerable.

The good news of our mistakes is we have the power to correct them. Communicate all that well and YOU can

multiply the awareness that is needed to counter evil. My preparedness for the harsh times to come is altered in

now expecting a much lower population

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Cabochon

Don’t suppose it will make any difference to your daughter’s rigidly indoctrinated mindset, glosgal, but the

publicised “effectiveness” of vaccines depends how the Ugures are interpreted and rely on public ignorance of

how to do this.  As per usual, statistical chicanery plays a role: natural medicine leaders and medical

statisticians much cleverer than me can explain the difference between relative risk reduction and absolute risk

reduction when evaluating the safety of injections currently available against viral infection. This means in

terms that we can more readily understand - the AstraZeneca is a risky intervention against what is for the vast

majority a mild and controllable infection similar to mu and against which many effective and safe remedies

have been used with great success. You could also purchase  a copy of Dr Bhakdi’s well referenced book

“Corona False Alarm” which was published last year.

Here are two sources that might help - from the BMJ and the Lancet, publications with which your son-in-law

will be familiar and which analyse the publicised statistics less favourably:  “Taking thrombosis as a currently

known AstraZeneca vaccine harm, and using its 13 in 100,000 risk, for 1 covid-19 death prevented, nearly 2 (13

x 13,514 / 100,000) of those 13,514 individuals will have a thrombosis event because of the vaccine. Hence, it

can be estimated that, for every 2 covid-19 deaths prevented through AstraZeneca vaccination, nearly 4

individuals, who would have survived a covid-19 infection without the vaccine, will get a thrombosis, and, using

the MHRA rate of death from thrombosis, 1 of the 4 individuals will die from it. The other 3 of the 4 individuals

might end-up with some degree of life-long disabilities.” www.bmj.com/.../rr-0  

www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS2666-5247 (21)00069-0.pdf
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

steve49car

Listen to Dr Luc Montagnier ...one of the most respected scientists in the world and deeply involved in the work

on Unding answers to HIV ... he said .If you have had that injection then you have at best two years left '!!!

Doctors should be about natural treatments bringing health ... not advanced chemical depopulation! This has

damaged the respect that the medical profession once had .... as a medical politics researcher .... the drug

industry has committed suicide ! Follow top Lawyer in USA Robert f Kennedy jr who has issued the FDA with a

Citizens Petition .... a legal means of putting total responsibility for harm done Urmly on those at the FDA ... if

they refuse they become legally liable in court for any and every harm done by those injections! The demand is

that they immediately CEASE  marketing those covid injections ...vaers gives data of around 4201 deaths and

227805 serious 'adverse events' ... remembering that vaers is voluntary and estimates put the reporting at less

than 1% ! Hypothetical Ugures then are 420100 deaths and 2,2780500 adverse events ! Google Childrens Health

Defense .... because children need parents who are alive!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt

Hopefully they considered the pros and cons. "Radio presenter, 44, died suffering blood clots following jab."

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9626483/BBC-radio-presenter-died-suff..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Glastian

glosgal, Nobel Prize winner Luc Montagnier believes that the vaccines are responsible for creating variants.

Here is the link to his short video www.brighteon.com/52ba56al-ee4c-4e16-9587-7095fc052f9c

Posted On 05/28/2021
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DebbyW

Glosgal, if your daughter plans on breastfeeding, she may pass the prions onto her child. There have been

deaths of babies with newly 'vaccinated' mothers. You may be able to have her hold off longer. Maybe until she

can be convinced not to take it.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Krofter

glosgal - To answer your question - no, Astra Zeneca is not an mRNA vaxx.  It is, however, the worst of the lot for

the blood clotting issues highlighted in the article.  I would be surprised if your daughter changes her mind.  Big

pharma spends 20 billion per year advertising its products to doctors - compared to 6 billion in the mass media.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

The AstraZeneca vaccine is a viral-vector vaccine, not a gene-based one.  However, like the others, it carries

great risk, especially for clot-related adverse effects.  There is no sane reason, on God's green earth, for any of

these "vaccines".  All they will do is possibly reduce symptoms if or when you become infected with SARS

CoV-2.  HCQ & Ivermectin will accomplish this without having the "Sword of Damocles" dangling over your head.

 The antibodies that are generated as a result of spike-protein production, are not even helpful for respiratory

infections, according to Dr. Bhakdi, as they reside in the bloodstream, not in the lungs.  That is why HCQ &

Ivermectin are especially effective, for their mechanism of action are directed at lungs cells.  Further, viruses

are ph-sensitive & HCQ also works to raise the ph, making the endosome & the lung cells more alkaline, & less

"user-friendly" for the virus to enter the cell & highjack its machinery for viral replication.  HCQ is also an

anti-inmammatory, besides having anti-viral & anti-bacterial properties.  Your  daughter's partner, as a doctor,

should know these things.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Jackieh1965
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Glosgal.  The Oxford Astra Zeneca is a gene-based vaccine, although I myself was initially unaware that it was,

mistakenly thinking it was the normal viral vector vaccine.   My daughter has had this one and I fear was taken

in, thinking that it was the typical viral vector vaccine.  She works for the NHS and works closely with Covid

patients, so I think she experienced some panic and distress dealing with patients at the height of it all.  I also

fear mass hysteria worked on the most sensible of people - my daughter is a physics masters graduate and

although very scientiUc and rationale I think she panicked to be honest and with the 'nudging' should I say of

those in charge, she took the vaccine.  She won't hear anything bad at all about it - she just won't listen.  I am so

fearful of what the winter may bring and of what could happen.  I have made her promise she won't take another

shot and she has promised she won't.  I have ordered pine needle tea as I have read this can counteract the

effects of these vaccines and I wondered after listening to the video whether there is anything that can be taken

by my daughter to help clear out the waste products in the bloodstream to reduce the chances of impacts of the

jab.  Any advice would be greatly received.  I am struggling with so many mixed emotions, anger, frustration,

sadness, fear and most of all loneliness as there are so few people who actually get the big picture and see

what has been going on.  I am waiting with baited breath for news regarding the legal case brought by German

lawyers and heart and soul and praying that the whole can of worms is blown open and those that deserve it get

their just deserts!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

Comparing vaccines?  ...kinda like comparing being hit by a bus or a truck... or electrocuted  or struck by

lightning ....

and If she nurses the baby...will with all the toxin in the mother...yeah........in a few months YOU will pick up the

mess......

I buried a Son and a Grandson from just MMR  vaccinations......I don't want to be in your shoes  ....sorry......

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

The best you can do is show your daughter how little risk the disease poses for young people, even by the CDC's

own statistics, which ever her undoubtedly thoroughly inDoctorinated partner may not dispute.  But they'll
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probably rationalize it as "protecting older people" though the stats shown in this very article show clearly it

does nothing of the sort.  The Johnson & Johnson seems the most conventional, if available where you are, but

it certainly has its issues.  But perhaps least for her child.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt

Steve you are so right about the Vitamin C treatment in China: From a veriUed oucial statement from Xi'an Jiaotong

University Second Hospital (In Chinese: http://2yuan.xjtu.edu.cn  )  "High dose vitamin C treatment of new

coronavirus [COVID-19] pneumonia. "On the afternoon of February 20, 2020, another 4 patients with severe new

coronaviral pneumonia recovered from the C10 West Ward of Tongji Hospital In the past 8 patients have been

discharged from hospital. . . [H]igh-dose vitamin C achieved good results in clinical applications. We believe that for

patients with severe neonatal pneumonia and critically ill patients, vitamin C treatment should be initiated as soon

as possible after admission. . .[E]arly application of large doses of vitamin C can have a strong antioxidant effect,

reduce inmammatory responses, and improve endothelial function. . . Numerous studies have shown that the dose

of vitamin C has a lot to do with the effect of treatment. . . [H]gh-dose vitamin C can not only improve antiviral

levels, but more importantly, can prevent and treat acute lung injury (ALI) and acute respiratory distress (ARDS)."

China is conducting clinical trials of up to 24,000 mg/day of intravenous vitamin C to treat patients with COVID-19

coronavirus and its severe respiratory complications.

http://orthomolecular.org     /resources/omns/v16n12.shtml

ttp://www.doctoryourself.com/NIH%20VC%20in%20the%20Prevention%20and%20Treatment%20of%20Covid-19.pdf

www.doctoryourself.com/Shanghai%20Management%20Guideline%20for%20COVID..   http://orthomolecular.org      

   Note: 1 of the links above will only work if you copy the whole link (both blue and black writing and delete the

space) into the web and open it up like that  - not sure why it happened.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

MarilynSh
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just found out that in Australia where we had to keep the country shut down because 852 people over 70, 400 of

them over 90 ''died after a PCR test'', which I have just found out was authorised by Roach to run at 40ct, but 210

deaths from the vaxxes are called ''old age' with sickness.  22,000 seriously problems from 3,8 million doses

compared to 30,000 ''cases'' from 18 million ''tests'' is a shocking rate of problems - 1747 jabs per problem

compared to a current rate of 8,000 ''tests'' to Und a ''case.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt

That is really shocking. We all know at that high Ct rate that even water will test positive. Think the cycles

should be around 25?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Krofter

Marilynsh - Someone recently posted research online he had done on the materials in the masks.  Hooked

particles designed to embed in tissue and all kinds of other nasty stuff.  I'll see if I can Und that.

Maritt - If your referring to the PCR test... Dr. Kary Mullis, who invented it and got the noble prize in chemistry for

doing so, has said that it should not be used to diagnose disease in humans.  It was only intended for lab

research.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../is-germ-theory-about-to-collapse

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

I can't believe they would be pushing a vaccine for a virus that basically no longer exist in Australia! Australia's

Covid-19 infection rate was never high to start with and since Aug 2020 has been near zero. So why in the hell

would anyone in Australia even consider taking an UNTESTED/UNLICENSED/UNAPPROVED VACCINE for a virus

that's no longer a threat in Australia? If you lived in Brazil or some place like that that's having infectious and

death rates higher than anyone in the world currently you might consider the risks of taking the jab. Australia is

like the safest country on the planet right now and has been for more than 9 months.
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

seedsaver37

jamNjim. Australia has stayed safe because we closed borders and had strict quarantine rules. We can't do this

forever, we rely on tourism and workers from OS , so need to open up the borders.

I  don't intend to get the vaccine, just explaining the reasoning behind it

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

Lakhana13

steve49car...In March 2020, I was in correspondence with doctors in Shanghai and S Korea who were using

high-dose intravenous Vitamin C treating COVID patients with 100% reduction of symptoms and cure ratings. A

couple of papers were submitted for publication but I do not think they were published.  Maritt, thank you for your

link to www.orthomolecular.org as they are the ones who have known for decades how important Vitamin C is. Dr

Linus Pauling formed the group decades ago and they have maintained the Ught for vitamin C since. In the early

1940's, Dr Frederick Klenner, Dr Claus Jungeblut and a few others were successfully treating/curing polio with high

doses of intravenous Vitamin C infusions.

Vitamin C Protects Against Coronavirus - orthomolecular.activehosted.com/index.php?action=social&chash=9b86..

  VITAMIN C AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE TREATMENT OF nCoV CORONAVIRUS -

orthomolecular.activehosted.com/index.php?action=social&chash=7f1d..   Published Research and Articles on

Vitamin C as a Consideration for Pneumonia, Lung Infections, and the Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19)

orthomolecular.activehosted.com/index.php?action=social&chash=a5e0..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mar3040

Ok, so I did get the jab and now regretting it. It’s terrifying to know about these side effects. Is there a way to
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treat or make it less harmful in the body? If the vaccine is worse than the Corona Virus, would vitamin c help

reduce the effects of the vaccine? I’m not a scientist and it may be a stupid question, I’m just a very concerned

citizen!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

It depends on which jab you took. All proteolytic enzymes (lumbrokinase from earthworms; nattokinase from

Japanese mold Natto. serrapeptase from silk worms and any other plant-based enzymes) taken on an empty

stomach, dissolve and prevent blood clots. They may even destroy the spike proteins - there has never been any

studies on this aspect since these shots are new - but I am betting on them, having been in the professional

Ueld for 35 years. Vitamin C, A, D, E and Ush oils, fulvic acid from shilijat- a mineral composite from the

Himalayan Mountains, NAC for glutathione, nano-particle silver & nano-particle zeolite from Results

RNA........these are what I know to be helpful so far.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

Riordan Clinic, Wichita, Ks. also treats many issues with high-dose intravenous Vitamin C.  You may already

know about them, but just wanted to be sure.  Thanks!

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

steve49car

Did you know that China is using high tech Vitamin C to cure ... even in their hospitals ? No toxic 'vaccines ' there!

Google Andrew Saul who has helped and advised the chinese on C!

Posted On 05/28/2021
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jamNjim

They maybe using Vit-C, but they are also leading the world in vaccinations. They have vaccinated more than

500 MILLION people!

www.rt.com/.../524637-china-vaccines-covid19-tally-taiwan

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

smi7896

Steve and jim, so where are you guys getting your information?  From any sort of media??  If so, I question it.

 Very few sources of information can be trusted, including any news heard through MSM.  Fox tries to be pretty

accurate, I think, but could that only be because I happen to agree with them?  Absolute truth to me is when I

see known people die from the jab!  Till then, virtually everything I hear is just hearsay!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt

Video of Dominic Cummings interviewed this week in parliament (British) "IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE: Cummings,

Vallance and govt impressed and taking advice/instructions from ‘the network of Bill Gates type people’ (whose

interests aren't those of the UK electorate but who have their own "Build back better" agenda)".

twitter.com/.../1397883484081987585

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

MoMac46

yes Maritt  What's that all about? is it a red herring? a ploy to confuse? a distraction?  is it to get rid of Boris? as

 media is reporting an accusation of Boris not locking down soon enough. We didn't need to be locked down at

all!!. I don't trust a word the media reports as they are paid to report untruths. These evil so called vaccines need
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to be halted, the damage is monstrous.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Cabochon

Not only is Gates an unelected business man and non medical inmuence on government policy, Maritt,  but

governments have a lot of explaining to do regarding his huge conmict of interest both in the vaccine industry

itself, the media and the WHO.  Having bought over the WHO, funded the BBC and countless other tax payer

owned organisations, as well as being heavily involved in the World Economic Forum, the Trilateral Commission

and other deep state conspiracies with their stated intention to effect a virtual global coup d’etat, he is the least

qualiUed individual to be advising your local garbage disposal facility let alone world policy on measures to

combat disease. We will not even mention the possible links with those accused of child traucking as these are

not yet proven. All we know is that when we vote in parliamentary elections, we have never elected Gates & co.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

smi7896

Dr., I'm tired of stating, knowing, suspecting, hating, accusing, assuming, ect..  If we know what we're talking about

then I want results.  Let's watch and see...  Half of the American population has been treated.., so let's just wait for

the outcome, ya know?  I mean, 150 million deaths is gonna be really diucult to hide..?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

The media will (and already has) convinced the sheeple the deaths are from "new variants". In MI, the Half-Wit

gov is using this approach to "sell" the agenda of getting more people to take the shots. They won't hide the

deaths and adverse reaction events but simply label them to sell more shots and blame it on those who will not

take the shot. "Vaccine Hesitancy" is being used just like Hitler used the jews as scapegoats - all propaganda,

plain and simple.
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

The lamestream media totally controls the narrative! "Hiding the truth" is not diucult at all, for them. They

already have the zombie masses totally brainwashed and conditioned to believe all the lies and deception!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

What do you all expect from the fake news? Look where they get most of their advertisements from? If they

were to do real investigative reporting and REPORT it they would all lose their jobs when their biggest sponsors

(BIG PHARMA) pulls the adds they run during prime time. No one is going to cut off the hand that feeds them.

The day they made it legal for pharmaceutical companies to advertise on TV is when we went from a fairly

descent medical system to one of mostly corruption! Combine that with the revolving doors of top executives

and ex-CEO’s from Big Pharma working for the FDA, congress, and the senate and vice versa and you have deep

seeded corruption from top to bottom. Now there’s no incentive for anyone in congress/senate, the FDA, NIH,

USDA, or Fake News to take action against the corrupt pharmaceuticals because they are all in bed together.

There is one thing you can bet on. If you hear it on the news, IT IS FAKE NEWS!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

The media will do its damnedest to spin it, but judging from how desperate their censorship and propaganda

efforts have been while half the US population still hasn't gotten the readily available jabs, I don't think they're

succeeding to quite the level it appears, and will only continue to lose believers as the pigeons come home to

roost.

Posted On 05/28/2021
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smi7896

Dear gentlemen and ladies, if about half of us have vaxxed, including many of our friends and acquaintances,

then in time we should be able to personally posses knowledge about serious reactions or death.  We don't need

the media to explain.  This is critical because none of us would maintain our train of thought if we had some

personal form of truth about deadly outcome.  Let me know what you think.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mahagerm

The accurate and truthful information about experimental vaccines is out there and with very little effort is easily

accessed.  To name just a few sources:

1) Children’s Health Defence “the Defender” with Robert Kennedy Jr.

2) America’s Frontline Doctors

3) LifeSight News

4) Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System - VAERS

5) Jeremy Hammond - Independent Journalist

6) Epoch Times

7) And our very best - Dr. Mercola

No longer do I or my like-minded friends have any sympathies for complacent....”oh my doctor says experimental

vaccines are OK” types!  Enjoy what you do, believe what mainstream tells you, and choose the path the sheep take.

 If that is your wish!! Turn back the pages of history and see how Hitler convinced intelligent, highly educated people

to participate in the Holocaust, German doctors to perform hideous experiments on the Jewish population.

 Something similar is happening to thousands of “experimental vaccine victims” in Europe, North and South

America and all countries in between.  VAERS will shed some light on the US stats.

Posted On 05/28/2021
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Poucine

Sorry the vidéo does not work. Questions are heared but he comments of Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi are muted.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Jennycat24

Poucine, I don't know your background, but I heard the video clearly (luck of the draw) and actually found the

excerpts in the text more enlightening.... you may not have missed as much as you think!  Perhaps if you leave

mercola, then come back in from the email it might reload better?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

CMT367

Watch the vid on Mercola, NOT YT...all audio is Une

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Being stuck in the media-hysteria Land of Oz..."Lions and Tigers and Bears, Oh My!"...WITHOUT any covid or vaxx at

all has dumped the human immune proUle through fear and anxiety alone...Psycho-somatic sympathetic dominance

can do that...Why I say the best attitude is to "Purely don't give a F**K!"  Try it and gain the "mow."

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mjnelson999

This is about the Russian above. I was able to ask for translation and got it. A bit messy since there is LOTS of
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info there.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

mjnelson...A close friend had great results w Beck's wristband pulser...

 www.google.com/search?client=Urefox-b-1-d&q=bob+beck+magnetic+pul..

I love being at the bottom.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

there I moved you up and now you are above me

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Yes Stan, I stand on the shoulders of a giant.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com

In view of the facts stated in this article, as well as all of the unanswered questions the article brings up that need to

be answered, how in G-d's name can the authorities (CDC, FDA, etc.) continue to allow what is clearly poison to be

injected into millions of people, all the while telling them that the poison is actually going to help them?  If ever there

was a clear cut crime against humanity, this is it.
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

act8931

My mother, healthy at age 98, died 2 weeks after receiving her 2nd shot. No one at the assisted living facility gave a

thought that the vaccine may have killed her.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

tbsmyth

Condolences for your loss, 

!

.  If you want to do so, you can leave a comment on the oucial “Citizen Petition”

which the Children’s Health Defense has Uled with the FDA asking the FDA to immediately revoke the Emergency

Use Authorization for the COVID vaccines (and to refrain from licensing them).

 www.regulations.gov/.../FDA-2021-P-0460-0001 .

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

the DEATH SHOT is a gift from the Snake to Mankind - for every STRIKE of his SYRINGE FANGS the Snake INJECTS

your arm with a POLLUTANT that creates sickness in your arterial lining and breakdowns in your neurological

signalling - and this is just for starters - the list becomes endless when the potential for organic breakdown is

assessed - all this has been proven and conUrmed by actual events that have taken place after vaccination - and yet

the licensed doctors tell their patients that they {the doctors} have nothing to do with this inUrmity because

vaccinations cannot possibly have anything to do with these sudden illnesses - DOCTORS ARE LIARS - they LIE to

their patients in order to confuse them and detract them from the source of their sudden illness which is the

DOCTOR him/herself - the doctors are creating death and misery in a world where Hippocrates "DO NO HARM" has

been perverted into "MAKE SURE TO DO ASD MUCH HARM AS POSSIBLE" - if you want to remain healthy and SAVE

your Life - AVOID the Medical Practitioner - this paid client is taking your money in order to SICKEN you - this is

MURDER/ FRAUD/ Grievous Bodily Harm - hospitals are even worse - all these institutions are CONTROLLED by

Pharma who are in turn CONTROLLED by the Snake Junior - the WHO {World Health Organization} is in the Snake's

clutches - politicians are in the Snake's clutches - the Media is Bought and paid for by the Snake - Glyphosate is
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pushed and promoted by the Snake - fascist totalitarian restrictions are fed by the Snake's BRIBES - the return to

"NORMALITY" will only occur when the Snake has been decapitated - then the poisoning/ toxicating/ polluting will

stop

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Elleanee

I can’t understand what you’re talking about—the snake. Instead of using these words, spell out who you’re

talking about.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

Stanleybecker, I agree with your thoughts re The Snake.  I also wrote to steve49car asking him to post his

source re any indictment of Fauci.  If he was indicted/charged with a crime, it's highly unlikely he wouldn't be

taken into custody because he's a prime risk to mee.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

Elleanee - you have been a subscriber for thirteen years and have posted 81 times - I have been a subscriber for

9 years and have posted 13600 times - but you claim that you cannot comprehend my symbolization as you are

too thick - switch off the TV and read something other than the news - then your intellect will advance and your

lack of BRAIN might become conscious - I have explained my use of this symbolization at length at least twice

to you  already - and yet you have the gall to attempt to irritate me with your hard core IGNORANCE - I give

advice on many levels - I advise people to grow psychically and intellectually - yet you see again and again

opportunities to goad me - my focus is on the DISASTER we all are facing - I have told you before if you cannot

comprehend my posts than STOP reading them and enjoy your IGNORANCE - Zombie Culture is full of like

minded BRAIN DEAD people - they don't know who and what the Snake symbolizes - your IGNORANCE is in

sympathy with all the other Zombies out there who willingly and IGNORANTLY believe the Snake is a human
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being to be admired - Elleanee, you WASTE my time

hi Retsbew - Dr Falsey would mee where?? - to China ?? - and thank you for your acknowledgement of the

persona referred to as "The Snake"

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi StanleyBecker, risk to mee/might risk as it's commonly used in court, is applied to people such as Epstein's

friend, Ghislaine Maxwell, who states she isn't going anywhere and would wear an ankle bracelet.  Anything, just

let me go home to my hubby who adores me!  Then, next thing you know, whoosh, they've disappeared.  At his

age Fauci isn't going to want to be sticking around anywhere he doesn't choose.  However, he'd Ut into a laundry

cart easily when you think about it.  Better Ut him with a beacon he can't remove.

A small note to Elleanee while I'm here.  SB's style of writing is close to parody.  It was a favourite of mine in

college.  When I was in journalism I wrote a parody column which made me laugh when I was writing it...  then

the professor called a meeting of the entire class without me and asked them to vote on whether or not my

column should be published.  And of course all my friends voted to put it in but the professor took the liberty of

writing my name, i.e.,  so and so is currently undergoing a divorce, under the column.  Then a lot of my other

teachers who knew what had happened took me to lunch in their dining room.  I always thought that was so

sweet of them.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

poiesis

poor elleanee ~ the zombie-zing has zapped her ability to read the  road SIGNS ~ her hermeneutics are quite

literally mashing 'empty battery'

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

Marc52
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Sorry doctor, no one will be sitting down to talk about this. Those who are pushing this are communists.

Communists don't care who dies. No amount of death and destruction is too much for the left when they are

pimping their Glorious Revolution.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Krofter

I think Donald Trump - who signed the ACT and the EUA into law - might resent being called a communist.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Javaned

The super rich, who are behind this disaster,  are everything but communists (communism means no money, no

rich and powerful people, no government, no proUts etc.) That's their worst nightmare, they are not only

anticommunists  by nature, but anti- socialists, anti democracy,  anti liberty. Anti  Life in short.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

Retsbew

I apologize in advance because I'm approaching 10 in grumpiness.  Where I live has a fancy French name, but to my

mind we need a renaming ceremony for the sake of accuracy: The Gulag.  There are signs everywhere, big X's on the

moor and wide strips of tape, even in the laundry room, where a maximum of three at one time are allowed.  The

laundry room is mipping gigantic. So I'm in the lobby on an elevator and I know there's a guy standing waiting so I

invite him onboard; it's such a waste, only one at a time and we're allowed two...  

Takes him 10 seconds and he gaily announces, "I just got my shot."  And he asks, "Have you had your's?"  I politely

reply, I will never have the shot because it's not a vaccine, it's a gene therapy.  So he says, But we want to go to

Jamaica.  I want to get out of here.  They told us we had to have the shot to go to Jamaica.   I answered, But that's

coercion.  We got to my moor so I said, have a good evening.  JEEEEEEEZ.  I got off that elevator feeling I should've

explained the word 'coercion.'  Zombie, Blank Slate......... does no one think for themselves anymore?  Automatically

I'd had my hand over my nose and mouth over the mask.  However after reading a lot of material about shedding I
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am not impressed with being surrounded with these types of people.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Kanadian45

I Und it really odd how people who have gotten the jab want to announce it like they’ve just won the lottery.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

poiesis

reckless conversion fantasies abound ..

p. s. ... " now that we can see more clearly what normality has involved us in. And indeed who gets to decide

what we take normal to be " AP

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

connierod

So we have read every day here how dangerous the jab is... what will it take for this insanity to stop?!  Do these Drs.

And Scientists have absolutely no power to demand this to be over? What about we the people?

I do not watch MSM news so don’t know what is out there. I hope to god more stations - thank you Tucker on Fox-

will carry some of this. Of course Big Pharma, who owns most news stations, and now apparently FB, Google, etc.

won’t let the truth be known. What can we do as a nation? If no one steps up that has the power to demand change,

lawsuits, etc. we are screwed as a nation if, if not a planet. I need some good news!!!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

allcurious
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They also control Fox "controlled opposition".

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

belizebeth

Randy - agree on the overwhelming amount of glyphosate in the environment and processed foods.

Note that there is one water Ulter which can remove glyphosate -   Pursanova.com.   Dr. Don Huber advised me that

 those as 'the only water Ulters which remove glyphosate'.  Pricey but worth it.  Also, made a great wedding gift for

my daughter.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

allcurious

Also see www.jmccanneyscience.com    for water Ulters also remove Fluoride.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

bcsbombers

Other than take glycine supplements, what are we “over 70’s” to do or take to overcome this protein spike?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Shasha

Zn/Mg/Ush oil/Vit C/Vit A/Vit D3/sunlight/herbs/ garlic/onion/mushrooms.....No

gluten/dairy/soy/sugar/GMO/heated oils may help the immune system.   Vit K2 600mcg may help eat up clots.
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Posted On 05/29/2021

 

missmonty

Most of my friends except for two have received the jab and this includes my immediate family. It is impossible to

speak to them about this as they become very combative. It is as if they are now blind and deaf and do not want to

admit it. I believe we must continue to lean on our own immunity. The body is a wonderful machine. We may see

many young people with auto immune problems in the future. I have noticed that many 40-50 year old’s already have

the auto immune problem. And to jab babies with this poison is unbelievable. It IS criminal!!!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Krofter

Yes, those who are completely wrapped up in the material realm refuse to consider the beauty of what Rudolf

Steiner called the etheric realm, what some call the spiritual realm, which includes the core of the bodys innate

immune system - which Dr Tom Cowan and others believe resides not in the material body but in the etheric

(water) body. secularheretic.substack.com/.../emfs-5g-vaccines-the-real-causes

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

WillCat

I fully understand missmonty I too found myself surrounded by those who believe and are determined that

anyone who doesn't get the jab are free-riders and a threat to the old and inUrm. My wife and I care for her 92

year old demented and now broken hip recovering mother so the family expectation and pressure became more

than I was willing to stand against. I have always had excellent health and have come to believe in the

intelligence and sanctity of the body that does not need artiUcial injections to maintain health. When the soul

decides to go nothing will keep you here, we all will die vax or not. Regardless a week ago I got the J&J with

little noticeable aftereffect except the home environment is so much more agreeable. Being older I may not

have that many years anyway so I will see how this experiment goes.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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missmonty

Amazing video. What in God's name is happening to people who stand in line to be Guinea pigs. This is a nightmare.

I knew what was going on months ago, but this doctor has explained it so much easier to understand. This is

deUnitely a culling of the world's population so the elites can have their way. Everyone must be on high alert. This is

not over.  Once you take the jab it does NOT ever leave the body.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Peri1224

There are already remedies to counteract blot-clotting with shikimic acid and Ush oil. I'm waiting for the Urst honest

doctors to Und ways to neutralize or kick out the spike protein itself.  They soon found several simple and cheap

ways to treat the veeerus. Why should the same not happen with that blasted spike protein, and whatever else the

depopulation creeps put in the virus and in the injections. Fauci is a million times worse than Mengele.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

live4surf

My husband had tightness in his chest and trouble inhaling deeply after the Johnson & Johnson vaccine. After a

few weeks with very little improvement I gave him nattokinase daily. We had forgotten about it, until after 5 days

on nattokinase I asked him how his lungs were. He took a deep breath and said, "Fine!". Nattokinase is a

proteolytic enzyme that dissolves blood clots. I'm wondering if other enzymes can be helpful here, like

serrapeptase to dissolve spike proteins?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

live4surf...ALL proteolytic enzymes, no matter the source dissolve and prevent blood clots. Perhaps one of the
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most underrated is lumbrokinase from earthworms which was extensively studied in Japan. See my other post

above.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mushyp3a

This is useful information - thank you. I have not had the vaccine myself but am so worried about family

members and friends who have.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

clones

I have become quite intrigued with R B T I (Reams Biological theory of ionization), developed by Dr Carey Reams

many years ago, who had to reclaim his health after being involved in an explosion during war, and had come to

believe the secrets to health are in the bible, and developed testing (urine/saliva) that anyone can learn, then by

following the numbers moving one's healthy back to "perfect." I am aware of  Urst hand accounts of signiUcant

healing from dis-ease (all across the board). An incredibly proUcient practitioner I'm know is hoping to to

neutralize the shot but so far no one is continuing with testing or following suggestions...

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Nadine17

I agree.  There has to be an antidote for the snake followers/evil people.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jadaka

Many of us have loved ones who have taken the jab. Does anyone know of a way to mitigate the long-term effects?
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Trying to offer hope to those who could use it.

Many thanks and may all be blessed with well-being.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Elleanee

As Dr Chris Northrup says, those souls who’ve taken the needle really can’t be helped at this point so they’ll

probably recycle. Best to not stress about them but Ugure out how to protect yourself from their transmissions

of the spike protein. Many spiritually adept people have said that DNA is our connection to the Creator. Once

you’ve received the kill shot and your DNA altered, you’ve lost that connection.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

4questions

What is happening to the donated blood supplies? Will anyone in need get this? Are they Unding clots in the bags of

blood caused by the experimental shot? Will there be a place to donate & receive untainted blood?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Jenny6

I have warned everyone I know against all these experimental gene therapy jabs but I feel I am Ughting  against what

their doctors are advising them which is of course GET THE JAB, IT IS SAFE, I HAVE ALREADY HAD IT. I continue

advising against all these jabs.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

ICONOCLAST
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ZERO beneUts DOCUMENTED risks. NO BRAINER.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Kevin131

Is Journeyman.TV muting out the speaker, or is that Google doing it? Lol...

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Josie41

These vaccines were designed to do the maximum damage and to spread to those not vaccinated...Now the WHO

says the next virus they have planned will be much worse than than the present one. Don't know why we can't wipe

these evil Satanist out..

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just how will this experimental injection medication change birth rates in America if given to most all women of

child bearing age and younger as well as men is the lingering question I have. Does anyone know if the CCP is

making all the women and men in China in these age demographics take the injections as well? I ask because CCP

just made a change in future birth options. Now those in China can have 3 children rather than 2. Call me crazy, but

am I on to something here?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

zara531

i really hate to be the one to say it because people i love have been injected but if the injected people don’t start

dying in large numbers soon people will continue to be injected and then they will come for all of us
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i know people who are wavering and some have gotten injected the only way a lot of people will be able to avoid the

coercion is if the death rate goes up exponentially i don’t want to lose the loved ones and friends who have already

gotten it but how many more will all of us lose if this drags on ?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

1715childsgmail.com

all of my patients that i treated who had this virus are doing well.  i now have patients who are reacting to the shots.

 some severely.  4 weeks ago one of my clients ended up in the e.r. within 5 minutes after her 1st pUzer shot in her

left arm started feeling numb, tingly and heavy like novocain.  within 10 minutes  that feeling spread to her lips and

tongue and she was light headed.  she was transferred to the E.R..  she was shaking and violently trembling

uncontrollably.  symptoms subsided some and she was sent home driving herself. symptoms returned by nightfall

and since then she's gotten worse. she was diagnosed with guillain barre by her g.p. but yesterday a motor

neurologist said that's not what's going on but she doesn't know what it is or what to do.  she is getting worse each

day - can hardly walk and only with a cane, her nerves and muscles are getting weaker and weaker, she has very

little appetite and is wasting away.  she still has neuropathy and is losing her balance.  she does have hashimoto

disease. any suggestions as to what to do?  has anyone used the chinese herb lei gong teng?  i'm using

acupuncture, homeopathic remedies and herbs at this point.  thank you!

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

Shasha

EDTA may eat up a clot like Vit K2 as it removes Ca in the clot. Low thyroid/hurt mitochondria may make clots

happen. The vaccine maybe poisoning the person and which hurts cells/mitochondria. Women's periods were

stronger...sign of low thyroid. Taking Vit K2...higher dose than normal may eat up the clots. Detoxing with milk

thistle/dandelion may remove some of the poison. These vaccines are bio-weapons to lower the population/destroy

health/make people weak to usher in the political take over and make money off the vaccines.

Posted On 05/29/2021
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20thCenturyFox

There seems to be something odd about Dr. Bhakdi's Ugures on mortality in Germany, at least as reported here.  It

was true that  Germany initially had very low mortality early in the pandemic.  But 52 is a small fraction of the early

toll. According to Worldometers Germany had 9289 COVID deaths in the 6 months ending August 14, 2020 (out of

223,774 cases up to that arbitrary date).  The recent death toll was 88,884 out of 3.6 million cases. If Bhakdi is

saying only 52 of these early deaths were without "pre-existing disease," (and I don't know the source of that Ugure,

nor what makes the Urst 6 months more signiUcant than any other period), what makes this select group "without

pre-existing disease" comparable to the extrapolated Ugure of 54 deaths in 60 million vaccinations--presumably

including people of varying health conditions?  Incidentally, this works out to less than 1 death per million.  By

comparison, smallpox vaccine was estimated to have a mortality of about 1 death per million. Finally, FWIW,

Germany's vaccination program has so far prioritized people over 70 and people with pre-existing

conditions--groups in which you might expect higher death rates--so maybe Dr Bhakdi made it clear why he used

the under-60 group to make his point.  But I can''t make it out from Dr. Mercola's summary.  Maybe one or more of

these vaccines will turn out to be a horrible mistake.  As we are now approaching 2 trillion doses worldwide, it

should soon be possible to make these arguments calmly and forcefully without having to use hopelessly contorted

and cherry-picked statistics.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

Watsonandco

Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi gives a very clear picture of what is going on. However, the stumbling, repetitive interviewer

really should have done his homework. He is very annoying! However, there is no point in shooting the messenger.

The message is the point and it's dramatically clear.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

dtsukamoto

If having a thyroid condition, what's the likelihood of a person dying from this vaccine?

Posted On 05/28/2021
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Shasha

Low thyroid can be due to antibodies from gluten. The vaccines may lower the thyroid/hurt mitochondria even

more which may cause clots.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

dtsukamoto

Shasha, so I am thinking that gluten may be causing my thyroid to go underactive. Hmm...that's interesting.

Less gluten may be the key for me...knowing that each person will be different. Thanks for answering my

question.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Maritt

If you want your thyroid to heal you will have to cut out all gluten. Also read the labels of all packaged foods.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

sio6474

'Research shows deaths are 14.6 times more frequent during the Urst 14 days after the Urst COVID injection among

people over the age of 60, compared to those who aren't vaccinated.' This is truly terrifying, how can it be legal to

pressurize people into putting their lives in jeopardy like this?  A violation of the highest order.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Nadine17
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www.brighteon.com/0124f4d2-9e65-4fe3-b554-9358390e028b  

Dr. Hotz on "vaccines"

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

hvhy.org

Well done.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Nadine17

vaccineimpact.com/2021/canadian-doctor-deUes-gag-order-and-tells-the-..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Nadine17

vaccinefromhell.com/shocking-testimonies-of-viral-shedding

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

https://action4canada.com   "Action4Canada is commencing legal action against the BC government. (British

Columbia is a western province). We have retained Rocco Galati, a top constitutional lawyer, who is willing to take

on the defence of our Charter Rights and Freedoms in response to the extreme and destructive emergency

measures and Bill 19." This is also published by Action4Canada to protect children:  Health Oucers right across

Canada are coming for your children. They have publically announced over the last week that you no longer have

any role to play in your children's health decisions!  Canadian Youth who Want the CV-19 Vaccine Do Not Need
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https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/canadian-doctor-defies-gag-order-and-tells-the-public-how-the-moderna-covid-injections-killed-and-permanently-disabled-indigenous-people-in-his-community/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Nadine17/default.aspx
https://vaccinefromhell.com/shocking-testimonies-of-viral-shedding/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://action4canada.com/
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Parental Consent.

Bonnie Henry is named below and she's another representative in an oucial capacity of "health."  Bonnie Henry

explains how the 310,000 BC youth aged 12-17 can now register and recieve the CV-19 "vaccine" without the need

for their parent's consent and this was repeated in lockstep in other provinces including Nova Scotia and Ontario. If

that wasn't reason enough for you to take action, how about hearing that the government is also bribing children

with free ice-cream in exchange for them consenting to the vaccine, or tricking older students into consenting by

offering them a chance to win full tuition at Lethbridge University in AB if they do!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Kanadian45

At this point I’m almost ashamed to be Canadian. How can they do this to our children?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

Professor Bhakdi and this video can be found on Bitchute:  

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=professor%20sucharit%20bhakdi,%20m.d.&a..

The video on YouTube is the same as the one here, no sound except for the person doing the interview.  That really

is the height of ignorance on the part of the puppet YouTube owners and staff.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi everyone, when I got around to Professor Bhakdi's video above, it's soundless and I'm very sorry I didn't tell

you this earlier.  So I looked everywhere to try and Und one with words but one of the problems is that so many

are from YouTube and none have Professor Bhakdi's voice - just the interviewer in many cases.  The sooner

YouTube goes under, the better.  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kanadian45/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/search/?query=professor%20sucharit%20bhakdi,%20m.d.&kind=video
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
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There is sound on the one below and the topic is:  There is no asymptomatic contagion from the illness Covid

19.

everydayconcerned.net/2021/04/18/dr-sucharit-bhakdi-immunologist-there..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

www.bitchute.com/.../UtRNgmngyK7E

hillery hung  according to this report

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mrrobb

Dr. Fauci Prepping to Flee Country realrawnews.com/.../dr-fauci-prepping-to-mee-co

 realrawnews.com/2020/12/trump-indicts-dr-fauci-charged-as-enemy-combat..   NAVY SEAL  STORM Gates’

Wyoming Ranch  realrawnews.com/.../s   Hillary Clinton Hanged at GITMO

realrawnews.com/.../hillary-clinton-hanged-at-gitmo

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

balhawk

Big money for big pharma, unless the jabs kill off too many of their customers.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

wakeupusa

https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/04/18/dr-sucharit-bhakdi-immunologist-there-is-no-pandemic-there-is-no-asymptomatic-contagion-healthy-people-are-not-dangerous-but-the-bad-news-is-mrna-vaccines-are-extremely-dangerous/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mrrobb/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/UtRNgmngyK7E/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mrrobb/default.aspx
https://realrawnews.com/2021/05/dr-fauci-prepping-to-flee-co
https://realrawnews.com/2020/12/trump-indicts-dr-fauci-charged-as-enemy-combatant/untry/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/05/navy-seals-storm-gates-wyoming-ranch/s
https://realrawnews.com/2021/04/hillary-clinton-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/wakeupusa/default.aspx
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Interesting study showing only one group in the entire world is not susceptible to the spike protein .

bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-020-01673-z

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Iwantthetruth

To Steve49Car,   you wouldn't be buying into the nonsense that comes from Qanon, would you?  Sort of sounds

like the info (fake) they put out about this one and that one being dead, or arrested, etc.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lah60876

I’ve seen an article with the info Steve49Car is referring to on a site called RealRawNews.com

Not sure if it’s real or fake news… 

"

 Some of their articles have news that seems too good to be true!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Mhunter701gmail.com

Thank you @juststeve for sharing the Vandana video. Too good not to share is right!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

datadragon

Late post - In this study, researchers found that exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein ALONE was enough to

induce COVID-19-like symptoms including severe inmammation of the lungs-- EVEN WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF

INTACT VIRUS using a newly developed mouse model of acute lung injury. The researchers found that the

https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-020-01673-z
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Iwantthetruth/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lah60876/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Mhunter701gmail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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genetically modiUed mice injected with the spike protein exhibited COVID-19-like symptoms that included severe

inmammation, an inmux of white blood cells into their lungs and evidence of a cytokine storm—an immune response

in which the body starts to attack its own cells and tissues rather than just Ughting off the virus. The mice that only

received saline remained normal. medicalxpress.com/news/2021-04-sars-cov-spike-protein-lung.html  

This research that just came out this week shows new evidence of the S1 spike protein circulating in the blood after

vaccination with the moderna mRNA-1273 vaccine.

academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab465/6279075   The spike protein is the major

envelope protein in SARS-CoV-2 and is composed of S1 and S2 subunits. The S1 subunit is further divided into an

N-terminal domain (NTD) and a receptor-binding domain (RBD).

The spike proteins that extrude from SARS-CoV-2 promote inmammatory responses on the endothelial cells

including those that form the blood-brain barrier and cause the BBB to become leaky. Introduction of the spike

protein, particularly a portion designated subunit 1 (S1), produced substantial changes in endothelial barrier

function that led to declines in barrier integrity.

 medicine.temple.edu/news/sars-cov-2-spike-proteins-disrupt-blood-brain..

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

datadragon

Activation of the NLRP3 inmammasome also activates platelets, NLRP3 activation leads to the recruitment of

more monocytes, which differentiates into macrophages, and other white blood cells, neutrophils among other

things, which releases neutrophils extracellular traps (NETs) composed of DNA associated with histones, and

histones H3 and H4 can activate platelets. http://sha.rest/fux4EV  Furthermore, activated macrophages,

neutrophils, and platelets present an active tissue factor, which activates the extrinsic pathway of coagulation

by interaction with the factor VIIa, which activates the coagulation factor X, and the active factor X induces the

production of thrombin. Interestingly, during an infection the role of the coagulation system is not to prevent

bleeding but to trap pathogens and facilitate their destruction in a process called immunothrombosis and

prevent them from spreading with the blood, which facilitates the destruction of pathogens and limits the

inmammatory response to small loci instead of the whole body.  

Another mechanism I proposed the other day in comments http://sha.rest/DNHekB  human neutrophil peptides

(HNPs), most abundantly HNP1, HNP2, and HNP3 (also known as α-defensins), are released from activated

neutrophils. (An IL-1/IL-6 signature increases neutrophils). NLRP3 increases IL-1. The α and β defensins are

small cationic antimicrobial peptides which have the capacity to kill bacteria, fungi, and enveloped viruses by

disruption of the microbial membrane. http://sha.rest/aVnhes   Human neutrophil peptides (HNPs) released

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2021-04-sars-cov-spike-protein-lung.html
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab465/6279075
https://medicine.temple.edu/news/sars-cov-2-spike-proteins-disrupt-blood-brain-barrier-potentially-raising-risk-neurological
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
http://sha.rest/fux4EV
http://sha.rest/DNHekB
http://sha.rest/aVnhes
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from activated and degranulated neutrophils inhibit proteolytic cleavage of von Willebrand factor (VWF) by the

enzyme ADAMTS13 in a concentration-dependent manner. http://sha.rest/UDPTyT   The ADAMTS13 enzyme

normally cuts von Willebrand factor into smaller pieces. By processing von Willebrand factor in this way, the

ADAMTS13 enzyme prevents von Willebrand Factor from triggering the formation of unnecessary blood clots.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

datadragon

An Israeli research team discovered what causes many covid-19 patients to become seriously ill and even die.

Israeli researchers discovered that the patients who form fatal blood clots have an increased level of alpha

defensin protein in their blood. Patients with mild symptoms have a low concentration of alpha defensin

(a-defensin). Patients with strong disease symptoms have high levels. The people who die have very high

levels. The results show that alpha defensin speeds up blood clot formation. The Israeli team started

administering the drug colchicine (which I mentioned inhibits NLRP3 inmammasome) to coronavirus patients

and in testing colchicine on mice found that it successfully inhibited the release of alpha defensin.

http://sha.rest/180eBF  The α defensins degranulate mast cells resulting in the release of histamine. VWF

multimeric strings are secreted rapidly in response to histamine stimulation. 

Markers of endothelial cell and platelet activation were signiUcantly elevated in ICU patients compared with

non-ICU patients, including VWF antigen (mean 565%) in ICU patients vs 278% in non-ICU patients. VWF antigen

concentrations were also elevated above the normal range in 16 (80%) of 20 non-ICU patients. We found

mortality to be signiUcantly correlated with VWF and soluble thrombomodulin among all patients.

http://sha.rest/yDk00I  Another study showed a massive elevation of VWF, with VWF:activity 520% (normal

42–168%) and VWF:antigen 555% (normal 42–136%) pointing towards massive endothelial stimulation and

damage with subsequent release of VWF from Weibel-Palade bodies. Severe COVID-19 infection was

associated with endothelial activation www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7156948

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

skystone

Thank you datadragon for these links showing 1. As early as 1 day after vaccination, the spike protein is in

plasma, and 2. The spike protein disrupts the BBB.

http://sha.rest/UDPTyT
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
http://sha.rest/180eBF
http://sha.rest/yDk00I
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7156948/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/skystone/default.aspx
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I asked some questions at Covidvaccineanswers.org., a site overseen by Dr Paul Out.  The answers I received

show the oucial narrative on these issues.

Q. Which tissues make the spike protein?

A. The spike protein is produced in immune system cells, known as dendritic cells, near the injection site.

 These cells then put pieces of the protein on their surface and travel via the lymph system to nearby lymph

nodes, where other immune system cells are activated.

Q. How long is the mRNA translated in the vaccine recipient, and how long is the spike protein present in the

recipient’s cells?

A. The mRNA vaccine is processed over a 1- to 2-week period after vaccination during which time the immune

response develops.  However, the mRNA only directs protein production in the cell for 1 to 3 days before it

breaks down.  Once the mRNA breaks down, the cell stops making the spike protein.  

As mentioned in our previous communication, pieces of the protein are then put on the surface of dendritic cells

which travel via the lymph system to nearby lymph nodes, where other immune system cells are activated.

Dr Bhakdi agrees that them RNA doesn't last long.  Where the spike protein is produced and where it goes is not

agreed on, it appears.  So it is in blood, and could initiate clot formation.  CVA.org doesn't say that.  They imply

it is limited to the lymph system.

From their FAQ page: Does the Covid Vaccine cross the BBB?

It would not be expected that the COVID-19 vaccines would cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB).  The main

reason is "The protein itself is too large to cross the BBB."

From your BBB paper:

"SARS-CoV-2, or its shed spike proteins circulating in the blood stream, could cause destabilization of the

blood-brain barrier in key brain regions."  The vaccine would do this as well.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

LloydG1954

The three questions are: 1. Why would the FDA approve these shots with this type of outcomes? 2. When the CDC

calls "herd Immunity" and the pandemic is said to be resolved, does teh EUA get pulled long with the vaccines? 3. Is

https://articles.mercola.com/members/LloydG1954/default.aspx
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there an emerging protocol or natural treatment to resolve the issues raise in this article?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Almond

Not only does it not work to prevent disease...

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/german-scientist-discovers-what-causes-rare..  What did they know and when did

they know it?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just how many people living today or have died in past 30 years with Alzhiemers, Parkinson's, Autism, Leukemias

and the plethora of other different degenerative diseases were due to side effects and long term consequences of

receiving all these man made injections run thru cell lines of mice, chimps etc, not to mention the various included

toxins. We never see the probably #'s which were in fact linked. I read the obits every day in my area and wonder

how many of those deaths had links to one, some or many previous injections. Just think what is to come with this

medical experiment alone. How will that be quantiUed and tallied thru the days, months and years?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

pkcollins

So what if we were foolish enough to get both of the Moderna vaccine and now regret it. I am 70 years old did not

have any side effects other than a sore arm.  It has been about three months ago should I expect any long-term

consequences or what should I do now??

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

brodiebrock12

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/german-scientist-discovers-what-causes-rare-blood-clots-some-astrazeneca-jab-recipients
https://articles.mercola.com/members/brodiebrock12/default.aspx
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would be interested in following people like you at the 6 month, 1 year and 5 year plus mark. That is the sort of

thing which needs to be tracked and to see what health issues those injected may have and IF linked to a

previous injection like this current experimental one. Of course I hope you have no illness and live a long and

healthy life!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Shasha

Some of the vaccines maybe the control and just water? They some some people to survive so people will come

for the vaccine?  Your liver may have been strong enough to detox it?

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

cralef

Of course the spike protein is toxic.  If it weren't, it would not produce antibodies.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

imperato

Should I be concerned - I've had both my vaccine jabs now?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

barbaracohen1813gmail.co

NPR news May 26th;Judy Woodruff delivering the news summary... Segment 1 Biden infrastructure, 2 Political

bull****about Jan 6, 3 Bogus bull****w/ the NPR   “Journalists”, 4 We’re listening about Israel & Unally she mentions

Covid and the POSSIBLE tie to the Whuan lab LOL! Tuned in to the news/proganda show tonight for this reason only

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Shasha/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/cralef/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/imperato/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/barbaracohen1813gmail.co/default.aspx
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to see how NPR would spin the story.  I mean, really?  NPR is absolutely  implicit in indulging the corporate agenda

of only one narrative to be aired about this criminal, evil Plandemic that turned our lives into a living dystopian

nightmare.  Literally injecting into the heart’s and arm”s of the Global Human Population... fear, isolation, racism...

ugly, confusing, undermining, self- doubt and mis- trust of our “brothers” ALL THAT... and they have a 20 second

blurb about Whuhan and say...’more after the news summary”. Are they kidding....the Israel story before Whuan?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

cathyx

All you have to do is listen to who sponsors them to Und out who they work for. The government has cut most of

their funding over the years. They are no longer neutral.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

tallulah3

On Monday I took my mother to the dr. The dr and nurse have gotten the death jab. The nurse asked if mom wanted

it. I told her no that we don’t get vaccines. I hope they weren’t shedding the virus

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mushyp3a

I wonder if someone can help explain to me how the potential shedding of this virus works and how to protect

ourselves against it?

Unbelievably, the parents of my daughter's best friend have had her vaccinated. She is 12-years old. I could

weep. Obviously I do not want to stop my daughter seeing her but worried about shedding.

Posted On 05/28/2021
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sharpbroker

Is there anything we can do to help ourselves if we’ve already been vaccinated with the Modena vaccine and not had

side effects so far?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Elleanee

As Dr Northrup and Dr Tenpenny say, get down on your knees and pray to God with everything you’ve got. It may

be your only hope.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

Why are we still referring to these nanobot shots as "vaccines"? As usual, most people will never see this TRUTH;

the truth that people are already dropping like mies from this Medical Intervention! Humanity is at a crossroads here.

Which way will it go? At least, now we're getting down to the real nitty gritty.

Could this video be how the recipients act, after they've had the shot and just before they die?

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

"right down to the nitty gritty, oh yeah"

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Retsbew

https://articles.mercola.com/members/sharpbroker/default.aspx
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Good one, Randy and reminded me of my father who didn't like the same music as me.  He'd say, sounds like

they need a dose of Andrews to sort them out.  But maybe you have to be English to know what he was saying.

 Sorry.  You used to take Andrew's Liver Salts when you couldn't go to the bathroom in England...  or anywhere

else for that matter!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

Retsbew; I've seen a lot of different dancing in my time. This one was 'really' different!

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

herbaltops

This is manslaugther, if not Murder, and Genoside, and it must be stopped, and the responsible brought to justice,

like the Nuernberg Trials.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Watsonandco

herbaltops, Stopped? By whom? Who is going to stop this? Who is going to process the mountain of paperwork

necessary to get the criminals into a court? Who is going to vet the judges to ensure they are not part of the

Gates circus? And how long is this all going to take? Who is going to do all this? If you know, please let the rest

of us know.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

WillCat

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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Hate all pharma interventions but when one cares for a 92 year old with dementia the family pressure to "care" for

others is Unally too much. Got the J&J about two weeks ago and only in the last few days have I started to feel

consistently tired and achy, not really bad just not good. Oh, well I'm 71 but you know the constant pressure is very

tiring and I had pushed back but not willing to end my marriage over this.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Watsonandco

WillCat, if you are living with someone who does not respect your choices then I suggest to you your marriage is

not that good. You ignored the science, the evidence and made a choice to risk death. Your choice, nobody

made you do it.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

WillCat

Thanks W for your heartfelt libertarian understanding and compassion. Simply making the point that some of us

may live with others who accept the majority view and are fearful much like you all so fearful of the vax and

other dark forces. So far all around me have had their vax as soon as they could get it, no problems young or

old, so far. Beware whom you condemn we all will die of something no matter how careful and pure!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mushyp3a

This is so sad but the pressure is relentless. My 90 year old mother, on her own, felt pressurized into having it as

she thought she would never be allowed out the house again if she didn't. I didn't want her to have it and this

was before the true horror of it all came out.  

I have neighbors I avoid now when out walking as they are constantly telling me to get vaccinated. And this is

after they told me in graphic detail of the awful reactions they had to their vaccinations.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Watsonandco/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

WillCat, I'm sorry we couldn't persuade you to "Just Say No". Here's what's so aggravating from my point of view;

you have governors like Whitmer insisting that everyone must get vaccinated because of the variants and most

people take what comes out of these idiots mouths on the fake news like it's the word of God or something. The

truth is the variants are LESS DEADLY! That's how viruses spread and multiply once they jump to a new host.

Each advancement/mutation the virus makes in its new host to increase the transmittabilaty decreases the

viruses deadliness. The only reason we are seeing upticks in infections and deaths in some areas is the

vaccinations. If you fall victim to ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement), brought on by the vaccine, then a

less deadly and more transmittable  "variant" could actually KILL YOU! The CDC and Fauci would like everyone

to believe this is because these variants are more potent. It doesn't work that way. With ADE, the antibodies you

you produce attach to the virus but they fail to neutralize the virus. These "attached" antibodies act like a key to

let the virus into your cells to replicate. In other words, a very small viral load can now easily infect you and

become a full blown Covid-19 hospitalization event. Without the vaccine, if you got a heavy viral load from a

variant, you probably would have nothing but symptoms of a cold. All you needed to guarantee recovery is ZINC,

Ivermectin (dog worm/parasite medicine off Amazon), vit-D, Vit-C, magnesium, and if you can get some

Hydroxychloriquine (HCQ). Many people over the age of 70 have a prescription for HCQ so you or someone you

know might have some. Last, but not least, is a nebulizer and some food grade hydrogen peroxide. This will

prevent the lung infection from setting in and prevent hospitalization. Unfortunately, now that you got the jab,

you need all of these items more than you did before. ADE affects mostly people over age 70!!!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

ADE affects everyone, but it is mostly people over the age of 70 that die from it. Here's how I know this is

happening. I go through every major country and look at the peaks and lows of their "DAILY NEW CASES". When

I see a sudden spike upward when they were trending down I do a search on that country to see what their

vaccine schedules are. In almost every case the sudden spike in daily covid-19 infections coincide with the

start-up of a covid-19 vaccination program. I've only found ONE country that didn't DOUBLE the number of daily

infections after they started vaccinating people and that is Australia. Their numbers didn't change. That is

because Australia has been free of Covid-19 since about Sept of 2020. If you have no viruses moating around

you won't be affected by ADE. Younger people and even older people in great health and high vit-D levels will
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usually survive an infection that was enhanced by ADE. No one over the age of 70 should consider these snake

venoms they are calling vaccines!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

You Tube has muted Dr. Bhakdi's answers to the interviewer's questions in the video above.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

YouTube has become just another shill for Big Pharma! Their not going to allow any negative press that

discredits their sponsors. Just follow the money.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Nadine17

Arthurrieloutlook,  try this link for Dr. Bhakdi's video.  His audio came through.

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

farmercist

Remember when we were taught that a virus looked like a lunar module.  For some reason Covid looks like a ball

with spikes on it.  Those spikes in the lab created "virus" are the spike proteins causing all the damage. It's more of

a vascular disease than a respiratory disease.  Hence a mask makes zero sense.
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

It makes sense if you see it as a masquerade! The whole mask wearing being done/promoted by those like

Biden, Harris, Fauci, and the like was just a masquerade. Most of the people that got infected, cough, cough,

cough….I mean tested positive, were ALL wearing masks! By promoting cloth and surgical mask to the public

and saving N95 mask for the healthcare providers they guaranteed INCREASING the infectious rates! Studies

showed that that wearing anything over your face less than an N95 mask increases your chances of infection.

So it’s no coincidence that every state that lifted their mask mandates saw an immediate reduction in infection

rates.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

Quote: "Platelets are specialized cells that stop bleeding. As Bhakdi explains, you basically end up with so many

blood clots throughout your vascular system that your coagulation system is exhausted, resulting in bleeding

(hemorrhaging). Interestingly, thrombocytopenia — low platelet count —has been reported in severe COVID-19 cases

and vaccinated individuals alike, suggesting the spike protein may be a causative agent."

In layman's terms, this shot is the equivalent of getting bit by a pit viper like a Water Moccasin!  That's basically the

same thing that occurs to your cardiovascular system when you get bit by a water moccasin. That's scary as hell! I

used to be the snake catcher for the state of MS, AR, and west TN (got to pay for college somehow). I had to learn

things like snake bites from different snakes and the symptoms that follow. Reading reports like today's from Dr.

Mercola literally sends chills down my spine!

So there's irony in Stanley calling Bill Gates THE SNAKE! When you get jabbed by one of these Covid-19 vaccines

 you essentially just got bit by the SNAKE BILL GATES!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

lin3741
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That is just comp unbelievable.  How ironic.  And scary, and all sorts of other horriUc adjectives and

expletives......I always agreed w Stanley on that, and many other things, and today his post ESPECIALLY rang

true about the entire “health” system, but especially on how that Urst domino must fall!!!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Shasha

VIt K2 600mcg may help eat up clots or daily dose that is lower 180mcg may prevent the clots?Detoxing may

help with milk thistle/dandelion and more.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

LLBeanYnot

Firstly, if anyone here is using any browser such as chrome, edge, etc. STOP, switch over to Brave or Firefox as they

will NOT track what you are doing and keep massive logs about your search activity. Second, ALWAYS delete your

activity folks many videos on youtube about how  Install a VPN don't use a free one they are garbage, you will have

to pay for one, again many to choose from but by not using one you are allowing your ISP and advertisers to see

where you are right now and this is one of the ways Dr. Mercola has been or will be brought down sadly it's not just

about the truth he is putting out there buy the users who are allowing ISPs to see the trauc big pharma wants him

stopped! Protect your ident online if you think what you are doing right now isn't being tracked....

Now that said,  I for one will not be volunterring myself as a lab rat, these are unheralded times we are in and ALL of

these injections are still in TRIAL phase, the worlds largest unauthorized clinical trial but given carte blanche due to

"emergency" measures... No thanks, they can have my arm if it's still attached to my cold, dead body! (and It won't

be from covid, it will be from a massive battle of us vs. them.  Sound dark and nefarious?  Well who would have

predicted the mess we are in now.  Anything goes folks, anything.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Maritt
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LIVE: Dr Reiner Fuellmich & team interviewing interviewing the spokesman from UKColumn

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just what progress or results has Fuellmich had the past 15 months? Always see his name, but has anyone

actually been held accountable yet?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

dljc99

What can we do for people who have had the JJ vaccine or the others to mitigate the damage?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

Proteolytic enzymes (protein-loving) taken in between meals are preventative of blood clot formation. They also

break down clots rather quickly. However, if one is on blood thinning drugs, this cannot be done as enzymes

would be contraindicated. Avoidance of all processed sugars (sucrose) is necessary. Dr Bakdhi mentions

disseminated inter-vascular coagulation (DIC), a condition in which the body is overwhelmed by clotting and the

"anti-clotting" system cannot handle the amount. This is where proteolytic enzymes will assist/take over and

break down the clots. As for clots occurring in the brain, enzymes, with assistance of white blood cells, cross

the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) to remove the clots. One would also want to try using rutin (vitamin P, for

"Permeability") as it strengthens the walls of both arteries and veins. It is often found alone or in vitamin C

supplements.

Lumbrokinase, nattokinase, serrapeptase and any other concentrated plant-based proteolytic enzyme

formulation works in the above manner. Lumbrokinase – An Enzyme for More Than Just Circulatory Health!

www.townsendletter.com/article/lumbrokinase-an-enzyme-for-more-than-ju..  A bit about Serrapeptase,

Nattokinase, and Lumbrokinase - healthyeats-nl.blogspot.com/2014/04/a-bit-about-serrapeptase-nattokina..
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Yes Lakhana, Good idea, pineapple/papaya too and tonsa Vit C, and NAC either orally or via nebulizer.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

mjnelson999

I wonder if Ivermectin would help with vaccine damage? I would do Vitamins C & D plus minerals as well.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Watsonandco

dljc99, reinstall their brains?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Lakhana13

forbiddenhealing...actually papain from papaya and bromelain from pineapple are not as good for the following

reasons:

The concentration of "digestive units" in order to accomplish any healing for both are too low. The protein

digestive units for any signiUcant activity for immune or cardiovascular function must be in the 250,000 -

450,000 HUT digestive unit range; bromelain and papain only offer about 2,500 - 5,000 GDA range. Plus,

bromelain and papain optimally work in temperatures of 122F and 140F - these are the temperatures in which

these work most euciently and as can be seen no one would be alive.
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Enzymes produced by molds like aspergillus niger and aspergillus oryzae are superior to bromelain and papain

in that they are capable of much higher concentrations of enzyme activity and thrive working in temperatures

ranging between 95 - 105F. They also work in a broader pH range of 2 -12 pH (highly acidic to alkaline). In the

processing, there is no fungal particles in the end products.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Shasha

VIt K2 600mcg may help eat up clots or daily dose that is lower 180mcg may prevent the clots?Detoxing may

help with milk thistle/dandelion and more.  Zn/Mg/Ush oil/aloe vera and more may help.

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

lac3675

It’s frightening.  My daughter and granddaughter both had a pain in their side and felt lightheaded after their

vaccination, I wonder was it their spleens? My grandson was very ill with similar symptoms as Covid, I gave

Quercetin and a steamer to him, it worked almost immediately.  I hope we aren’t sitting on time-bombs and if there’s

anything to reverse to damage done?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 05/28/2021
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Randyfast

Excellent links from a newcomer. Thank you!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Yes excellent. I've been sharing with a bit of humour. " Just a 5 minute read. Break it up into 12 sessions every

hour every day every week etc until Unished. " Ps can any one recommend a good book on speed reading that is

not too long?"  Everybody please store this sort of information. Save to a mash drive. I've had many Ules deleted

remotely from my laptop lately.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Gottimedic

"Its inherent toxicity may be due to it being a prion protein. If so, we can expect these injections to cause all manner

of prion diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Lou Gehrig's disease (ALS)" Well, the Russian

electromedical device BIOFON does cure prion related diseases.  www.biofon.ru/norma-mor.html

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

its in Russian with no translation options

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

davidcottrell
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wow.  many frightening comments here.  Dr. Mercola, your supplements are great.  Conspiracy theories, not so

much.  So many people, so misled.  Truly dark ages stuff.....

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

stanleybecker

the "Conspiracy Theory" emanates from the Mainstream Media  - Dr Mercola is FACT CHECKED and does not

engage in conspiracies

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Marago

No conspiracy here, davidcottrell!  None whatsoever on Dr. Mercola’s platform.  Keep tuning in.  Follow the links

that readers share here.  Follow the science presented by Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

joy894334

We hope you are correct, but only time will tell. I think if you follow the money, you will Und the well intended

doctors and those speaking against the propaganda have everything to lose and those pushing the vaccs and

controlling the media are gaining billions.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

Provide us with links that backs up what you are saying. I would love for someone to convince me this vaccine

is anything but snake oil. My biggest concern with these mRNA vaccines is that they originated from the failed

Sars-CoV-1 vaccine. Back in march of 2020 a PUzer exec was asked on Fox News how they plan to have a
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vaccine ready in 9 months when it normally takes 5 to 10 years. He explained very clearly that they basically

already had a vaccine that would probably work for Sars-CoV-2 without doing anything and that was the

Sars-CoV-1 vaccine, but went on to say they would make a few tweaks to the vaccine to enhance its ability to

neutralize the Sars-CoV-2 virus. He admitted the 2 viruses are 96% identical. There's just one problem with that.

The Sars-CoV-1 vaccine never got approved due to the catastrophic events that followed after the lab animals

were exposed to the live virus!!

They all died! They succumbed to ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement). What's even more frightening, this

has happened several times before. They have been trying to make coronavirus vaccines since the 1950's!

Guess how many were a success? ZERO!!!! There's a reason for this. ADE is inherent to coronavirus vaccines!

They know this. Try to think of one single reason why they would think it is OK to vaccinate people with a

vaccine that has such a HORRIBLE track record and was never approved or licensed. Let me know when you can

answer that question. I'm being sincere here. I really want to know the answer and so does everyone else on this

forum. Until we have science backed data that proves these vaccines do anything except harm people I will

never take it. I see no attempt from the CDC or anyone else to verify these vaccines are safe. In fact, the CDC

just announced 4 days ago that there were no longer going to investigate Covid-19 infections from people that

are fully vaccinated. Why would they do this? Now NONE of the data collected on these vaccines means

anything.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

jamNjim

Without doing thorough investigations of ALL of these “breakthrough” Covid-19 cases, the entire process used

to verify a vaccine to get it licensed/approved has been bastardized! Does that not concern you?  We won’t

understand if maybe the vaccine they took was compromised. Or, maybe the vaccine produced antibodies just

are not strong enough for some people (need a larger dose maybe). Or could this be a worse cases scenario

where we have ADE? ADE has been the root cause of all past attempts to make a coronavirus vaccine. Knowing

this, why hasn’t any research been done to rule out ADE in these people that died shortly after vaccination? They

say insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results. That would make this

Covid-19 vaccination program the most insane thing ever done in medical history because all past attempts at a

coronavirus vaccine have failed. The most famous failure was the RSV vaccine in the early 1960’s. They skipped

the animal trials and went straight to human trials. Over 80% of the people who received that vaccine during the

trail got RSV. Some even died from this respiratory infection that was typically no worse than one you might get

with the common cold. SOUND FAMILIAR? I’m not making any of this up. You can FACT CHECK IT!
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

CMT367

You've seen the TED talk where Bill Gates says "to accomplish depopulation goals we'll do by vaccines"? Search

for it; its NOT conspiracy theory...this fact remains at the top of my list of veriUable "dark ages stuff"...

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

Randyfast

Interesting, how "Conspiracy Theories" tend to become FACTS!

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Very very hard to confront yourself in the mirror when you know you have been duped. I am seeing many on the

Dem side who are having a hard time now knowing they were misled by Fauci and the Wuhan lab facts. I think

someone had a name or psychological naming for people who are afraid of being wrong they simply cannot

confront it?

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Brodiebrock: Are you thinking of the Dunning Kruger Effect?

www.psychologytoday.com/.../dunning-kruger-effect  There is also the problem that you get with egotists. They

will not admit they were wrong. Mark Twain was "reputed" to have said the

following.fraudalert.co.za/did-mark-twain-say-its-easier-to-fool-people-than-to-..  Commentators on

mercola.com in general, adhere to facts and not Uction.
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Posted On 05/28/2021

 

rick14

So Dr. Mercola, if many of us have been duped into the vaccine what protocol should we pursue?

Thank you.

Posted On 05/28/2021

 

rebeccaclark2000hotmail.

It sounds from reading this that if you contracted Covid and recovered you can still expect neurodegeneration or

permanent vascular damage, just not as quickly as if you got the jab. Hope I misinterpreted it. Anyone?

Posted On 05/28/2021
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